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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Dissertation Organization 
This thesis is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 is a general introduction to plant 
variegation mutants and their role in studying genetics and biochemistry. The introduction 
will focus on the immutans variegation mutant of Arabidopsis, the mechanisms of immutans 
variegation and the biochemical pathways in which the IM protein may be involved. Chapter 
2 covers the cloning of IM, and IM's function as indicated by its sequence. Most important 
of aU, models explaining the mechanism of immutans variegation will be discussed. Chapter 3 
covers studies of the expression of IM and its potential biological ftmction as revealed by its 
expression pattern. Chapter 4 is a short summary of the progress that has been made in 
imderstanding the ftmction of IMMUTANS and directions of future studies. 
Literature Review 
The immutans (im) variegation mutant of Arabidopsis ihaliana is impaired in 
chloroplast development. It was first described by Redei more than 30 years ago (Redei et al., 
1963). immutans has green and white leaf sectors. The degree of green- and white- sectoring 
is affected by light and temperature: an increase in either results in an increased degree of 
white-sectoring, im is a very unique and important mutation that can shed light on our 
understanding of nuclear-cytoplasmic interactions and the regulation of carotenoid 
biosyntiiesis by light, temperature and developmental signals. 
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Mechanisms of variegation 
Plant variegation mutants have played very important roles in our understanding of 
genetics and biochemical pathways. In the early I900's, Bauer discovered the phenomenon 
of non-Mendelian inheritance by studying variegation mutants (Granick et al., 1955). 
Variegated plants have green sectors with normal chloroplasts as well as white- or yellow-
sectors with abnormal plastids that lack pigments and lamellar structures. They provide 
excellent systems for researchers to study the communication between the nuclear, 
chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes (Bogorad et al., 1991) and the regulation of 
biochemical pathways in the plastids (Wetzel et al., 1994; Wu et al., 1999). 
Variegation as a result of permanently damaged plastids 
There are a number of mechanisms of variegation in plants. Plastidic permanent 
damage is one common mechanism (Coe et al., 1983). Maternally inheritable plastid 
mutations can be caused by nuclear gene mutations or they can occxir independently of nuclear 
gene mutations (Taylor et al., 1989). Regardless of the source, the defective plastids undergo 
sorting-out and give rise to sectors containing clones of cells with normal or abnormal plastids. 
The maize iojap mutation is an example of a variegation caused by nuclear gene-
induced plastidic permanent damages (Walbot et al., 1979; Coe et al., 1988; Han et al., 1992; 
Byrne and Taylor, 1996). iojap is a recessive striped mutant of maize affecting the 
development of plastids. In white tissues of iojap plants, the defective plastids contain few 
internal membranes and no ribosomes. zoyaj^-affected plastids are transmitted maternally 
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indicating that the plastid defect is permanent. The lojap gene has been cloned by gene 
tagging. It encodes a 24.8 kDa protein that is associated with the SOS subunit of the 
chloroplast ribosome (Han et al., 1995). Another example is the albostrians mutant of barley. 
Like iojap, albostrians is a nuclear recessive gene that gives rise to defective, maternally-
inherited plastids. The plastids in the white sectors of albostrians are undifferentiated, and 
they lack ribosomes and have reduced expression of nuclear encoded chloroplast proteins that 
are involved in photosynthesis (Hess et al., 1992; 1994a and 1994b). "Plastome" mutants of 
Oenothera are examples of variegation mutants with lesions in their plastid DNA, but whose 
lesions do not arise as a consequences of mutants in nuclear genes. The plastids in these 
mutants are permanently-defective and maternally-inherited, and they sort out to pure white 
or pure green cells (Stubbe et al., 1982). 
Variegation as a result of permanently damaged mitochondria 
Permanently damaged mitochondria that are due to nuclear gene mutations can also 
give rise to variegated plants. One example is the chloroplast mutator {chm) mutant of 
Arabidopsis (Martinez-Zapater et al., 1992; Sakamoto et al., 1996). Chloroplast mutator 
(chm) is a recessive nuclear gene that causes green- and white- variegation in leaves. 
Martinez-Zapater et al. (1992) discovered mitochondrial genomic arrangements in chm plants 
by using specific mitochondrial probes to detect restriction Jfragment polymorphisms in the 
mitochondrial genome. Sakamoto et al.(1996) fotmd that there was an elimination of 
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ribosomal protein S3 gene (rps3) and ribosomal protein L16 gene (rpll6) in the mitochondrial 
genome of chm plants. 
The maize nonchromosomal strip (NCS) mutations are a second example of 
mitochondrial DNA mutations that give rise to variegated plants (Newton et al., 1986). In this 
case, nuclear recessive genes cause deletions of the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit 
2 gene (Cox2), as mNCS5 (Newton et al., 1990) and NCS6 (Lauer et al., 1990; Gu et al., 
1993), or other mitochondrial genome arrangements, as mNCS2 (Roussell et al., 1991). All 
these mutations result in yellow or pale-green striping phenotypes. Chloroplast structure 
and fimctions are altered secondarily in the pigment-deficient sectors of NCS mutants. It is 
still unknown how mutated mitochondria affect chloroplast biogenesis and function. The key 
to understanding the relationship may be that mitochondria provide energy and biosynthetic 
precursors that are essential for chloroplast development (Raghavendra et al., 1994). 
One common aspect about the variegations discussed so far is that the organelles are 
permanently-defective. The defective plastids or mitochondria are thus maternally-inherited 
because in most species these organelles are found in egg cells, but mitochondria or 
chloroplasts that are in pollen are excluded fi-om the egg during fertilization. 
Variegation without permanent damages of organelles 
There are some variegations that arise due to nuclear mutations but in which the 
defective plastids are not matemally-inherited. One example of this type of mutant is var2 of 
Arabidopsis (Chen et al., 1999). While var2 cotyledons appear normal, true leaves of var2 
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first emerge yellow, but as leaf expansion proceeds the yellow turns into green- and white-
sectors. The cells in green sectors contain normal chloroplasts, while cells in the white sectors 
contain abnormal plastids lacking internal membrane structures. VAR2 was cloned by 
chromosome walking. Sequence analysis indicates that VAR2 is a thylakoid membrane 
protease that bears homology to FtsH-like zinc and ATP dependent-proteases. It is 
hypothesized that VAR2 fimctions in early thylakoid membrane biogenesis as a factor that 
mediates vesicle fusion events. 
Other example of nuclear-gene induced variegations that do not give rise to 
permanently-defective plastids include immutans of Arabidopsis ( Redei et al., 1963; 1967; 
1973 and 1975) and the ghost mutant of tomato (Scolnik et al., 1987). In both cases, the 
mutant affects carotenoid biosynthesis (Wetzel et al., 1994; Giuliano et al., 1993; Scolnik et 
al., 1987; Beaetal., 1999). We'verecently cloned iMMUTXA/S" by positional cloning and 
fotmd that it encodes a plastid homolog of the mitochondrial alternative oxidase (Wu et al., 
1999). Investigations of immutans will shed light on our understanding of the regulation of 
carotenoid biosynthesis and chloroplast biogenesis. 
Genetics of immutans 
By crossing imJim plants with wild type plants, all F1 progeny have a wild-type 
phenotype regardless of the parentage of the cytoplasm (Wetzel et al., 1994). This lack of 
maternal inheritance of the defective plastids suggests that im does not cause chloroplast or 
mitochondrial DNA mutations that will result in permanent plastid defects. The F2 selfed 
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progenies show wild-type and im phenotypes in a 3:1 ratio, indicating that im is a nuclear 
recessive gene. Mapping studies reveal that im is located on chromosome 4 (Wetzel et al., 
1994). 
immutans is a novel type of "plastid autonomous" variegation mutation 
Chlorophyll fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy experiments showed 
that the cells in the white tissues of im have abnormal plastids lacking pigments and internal 
membrane structures, as well as normal chloroplasts (Wetzel et al., 1994). The heteroplastidic 
nature of the cells in the white tissues suggests that im is "plastid autonomous" and has an 
unequal affect on the plastids within a cell. Heteroplastidic cells are usually found only during 
the process of sorting-out of permanently-defective plastids. Because im plastids are not 
permanently-defective, im is a novel type of "plastid autonomous" variegation mutation. 
Thus, im provides a very interesting system to study the affect of nuclear genes on 
chloroplast development, as well as the interactions between the nuclear and organelle 
compartments of the plant cell. 
Variegation and developmental stage 
There is a light-responsive phase of im action early in cotyledon development (Wetzel 
et al., 1994). This was discovered in light-shift experiment, in which it was foxmd that the 
light intensity perceived between 48-72 hours after seed germination conditioned the final 
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pigmentation of the cotyledon. For example, if a germinating seedling perceived low light 
between 48-72 hours, but high light before or after, the cotyledon was all-green. 
immutans affects the activity of phytoene desaturase 
Carotenoids and carotenoid biosynthesis 
HPLC analyses showed that phytoene, a non-colored C40 carotenoid intermediate, 
accumulates in im white tissues. This finding suggests that there is a connection between 
carotenoid biosynthesis and immutans (Wetzel et al., 1994). Carotenoid pigments are 
essential for higher plants (Bartley and Scolnik, 1995). In photosynthetic cells, they are 
accessory pigments in photosynthesis and they are also photoprotective agents. Carotenoids 
protect chloroplasts from photooxidation under normal or high light conditions. They do this 
by quenching excited triplet state chlorophyll, thus preventing the formation of oxygen 
radicals that can oxidize components of the plastid (OelmuUer et al., 1989). 
Carotenoid biosynthesis takes place in plastids while all the enzymes are 
encoded in the nuclear DNA and imported into the plastid post-translationally (Bartley 
et al., 1995). Phytoene synthase mediates the first dedicated step of carotenoid 
biosynthesis and converts geranylgeranyl diphosphate into phytoene. Phj^oene 
desaturase (PDS) then converts phytoene into zeta-carotene by performing two 
desaturations (Bartly et al., 1991; Pecker et al., 1992). Two more desaturation 
reactions, then a series of cyclization and oxygenation reactions produce all the colored 
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carotenoids. The early steps of carotenoid biosynthesis are mediated by soluble 
stromal enzymes, but the steps including and after PDS are mediated by membrane-
bound enzymes (Kreuz et al., 1982; Bonk et al., 1996; Cunningham et al., 1998). 
The finding that phytoene accumulates in im white tissues indicates that im affects 
PDS function. IM is not the PDS structural gene. PDS is a single-copy gene in. Arabidopsis 
that maps to a locus on the chromosome other than ZW (Wetzel et al., 1994). Quantitative 
RT-PCR was conducted to determine PDS mRNA levels, and these studies showed that there 
was no difference in PDS mRNA accimiulation between im and wild type plants growing 
either in high light or low light (Wetzel and Rodermel, 1998). Western immimoblot studies 
showed that there was no difference in PDS protein levels between im and wild type plants, in 
either low light or high light (Wetzel and Rodermel 1998). The RT-PCR and Western analyses 
indicate that IM doesn't regulate PDS expression at the transcriptional or translational levels. 
Thus, IM regulated PDS activity. 
Light sensitivity of im and photooxidation 
immutans is light sensitive. In low light the cells produce normal chloroplasts while in 
high light there appear white sectors with heteroplastidic cells. The phenotype is very similar 
to a typical carotenoid biosynthetic mutant, but there is a very important difference. In a 
classical carotenoid biosynthetic mutant, photooxidation occurs in high light because, in the 
absence of carotenoids which serve as photoprotection agents, triplet state chlorophyll results 
in the production of oxygen radicals. In low light conditions, the Ught intensity is not high 
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enough to cause photooxidation and cells can form chlorophyll without carotenoids. The 
ability to produce chlorophyll in the absence of carotenoids in low Ught is the classical test of 
a carotenoid biosynthetic mutant, immutans is different, because in low light chlorophyll and 
also carotenoids are produced. Becatise we cannot identify a condition in which chlorophyll is 
formed in the absence of carotenoids, we cannot be certain that the white tissues of im are 
photooxidized. However, other data are consistent with this hypothesis: 
I. The plastids in the white sectors lack organized lamellar structures (Wetzel 
etal., 1994). This is also seen in A fAa/za/ia norflurazon-treated leaves. Norflurazon 
interrupts carotenoid biosynthesis at the PDS step (Sandmann et al., 1991), thus 
causing a build up of phytoene and photooxidation under high light conditions. 
n. Enriched acid RNase activities are found in im white tissues, and similar 
increases in acid RNase activities are found in norflurazon-treated^ra^z^/op^ty tissues 
(Wetzel et al., 1994). 
m. Lhcb (photosystem II chlorophyll a/b binding polypeptide gene) 
transcription is decreased in im white tissues but is not as reduced as in photo-
bleached leaves (Wetzel et al., 1994). GUS activities were analyzed in green and white 
cells of im plants transformed by a GUS reporter gene fused to an^. thaliana Lhcb 
promoter to study Lhcb transcription in im (Meehan et al., 1996). Green and pure 
white cells were separated by fluorescent-activated cell sorting (FACS) according to 
size and GUS activities were measured on the separated cells. The results showed that 
GUS activities were positively correlated with cell size in the green sectors, but that 
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GUS activities in pure white cells of im were much higher than in norflurazon-treated 
cells, where GUS activities were negligible. This suggests that im partially uncouples 
Lhcb expression from its normal dependence on chlorophyll accumulation and 
chloroplast development. One possibility is that in im pure white cells, the 
requirement for the plastid signal is partially bypassed. It is also possible that im 
white tissues may be only partially photooxidized, allowing some of the signal to be 
produced. 
IM is a homolog of mitochondrial alternative oxidase 
We've cloned the IM gene by chromosome walking and it encodes a 
mitochondrial alternative oxidase (AOX) homolog (Wu et al., 1999). This is described 
in Chapter 2. In this section, I wish to provide backgroimd information about AOX. 
Alternative oxidase and the mitochondrial alternative respiration pathway 
The alternative oxidase (AOX) is a ubiquinolroxygen oxidoreductase found in 
plants, some fimgi, algae andprotists (Siedow andUmbach, 1995; Vanlerberghe and 
Mchitosh, 1997). It is the key enzyme for the mitochondrial altemative respiration 
pathway. The altemative pathway branches from the cytochrome pathway at the 
ubiquinone pool which is oxidized by the terminal oxidase, AOX. AOX is cyanide-
and antimycin-resistant (Moore et al., 1991; Ribas-Carbo et al., 1995; Day et al., 
1996). The first evidence of AOX's function as a ubiquinone oxidase came from 
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Kumar and Soil's E. coli complementation experiment using Arabidopsis AOX 
cDNA(Kumar et al., 1992). Kumar and Soil used the E.coli strain SASX41B, which is 
deficient in glutamyl-tRNA reductase activity. As a result, it is hemeA-deficient and 
cytochrome oxidase is impaired. They found that ztxi Arabidopsis cDNA can 
complement the SASX41B deficiency. The cDNA showed 71% amino acid identity 
with the AOX protein firom voodoo lily (Rhoad et al., 1991). They foimd that 
Arabidopsis AOX can oxidize the E. coli ubiquinone pool and that its activity was 
cyanide-resistant and saUcylhydroxamate (SHAM) sensitive. 
All alternative oxidase genes sequenced to date encode a highly similar protein. 
Conserved features include two transmembrane domains; a surface-exposed alpha-
helix; two conserved cysteine residues in the N-terminal region that can form 
intermolecular bridges to regulate AOX activity (Valerberghe et al., 1997) and four 
potential C-terminal alpha-helixes with two iron binding motifs (Glu-X-X-His) 
(Siedow et al., 1995). 
AOXs form a multi-gene family in some plants. One example is the soybean 
genome where there are at least three AOX genes (Whelan et al., 1993; 1995 and 1996). 
There are at least four copies of AOX in the Arabidopsis genome (Saisho et al., 1997): 
AOXla, AOXlb, AOXlc and A0X2. Only AOXla's expression is enhanced by the 
treatment of antimycin A, a cytochrome respiration inhibitor that blocks electron 
transfer between cytochrome b and cytochrome c. Transcription of AOXla and 
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AOXlc can be detected in all organs, while AOXlb is only expressed in the flowers 
and buds. AOX2 is only expressed in stems, rosette and roots (Saisho et al., 1997). 
AOX is regulated at a mim'Tmmn of three levels (Vanlerberghe et al., 1997): 
(1) The reduced ubiquinone pool. AOX activity is regulated by the redox state 
of the ubiquinone pool, and alternative oxidase is not active until the level of reduced 
ubiquinone reaches a high threshold value (Dry et al., 1989). 
(2) Pyruvate. Pyruvate stimulates alternative oxidase activity in soybean 
mitochondria (Day et al., 1994; Hoefiiagel et al., 1995; Vanlerberghe et al., 1995; 
Umbach et al., 1996). 
(3) Intermolecular disulfide linkage. All plant alternative oxidase protein 
sequences have two conserved cysteine residues in their N-terminal regions, and AOX 
can form dimers by dis^ilfide bonds. Soybean alternative oxidase exists in the inner 
mitochondrial membrane as either a covalently or noncovalently-linked dimer, and the 
covalently-linked dimer is a less active form of the enzyme (Umbach et al., 1993). 
Although AOX is found in all plants, the biological fimction of the altemative 
respiration pathway is still poorly defined. For a long time, the only confirmed 
function was in arums, where the altemative pathway generates heat dxiring anthesis 
and vaporizes aromatic compoimds to attract pollinators (Meeiise et al., 1975). 
However, AOX may play an important role in a plant's response to stress, since 
AOX expression can be induced by a variety of stresses, including pathogen stress 
(Lennon et al., 1997), chilling stress (Vanlerberghe et al., 1992), aging (Hiser et al.. 
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1990) and inhibition of the cytochrome respiration pathway (Vanierberghe et al., 
1992). By studying transgenic tobacco cell lines with sense- and antisense-AOX 
constructs. Maxwell et al. (1999) found that the cells with overexpressed AOX had 
lower levels of mitochondrial reactive oxygen intermediates (ROIs), and also low levels 
of ROI scavenging en2ymes such as SodA, SodB and glutathione peroxidase. That 
means that AOX decreased ROI formation directly (Maxwell et al., 1999). Maxwell et 
al. (1999) proposed that stresses caused a restriction in the cytochrome respiration 
pathway and thus increased ROI formation. AOX might oxidize the ubiquinone pool 
and maintain upstream electron-transport components in a more oxidized state. As a 
result, ROIs that are generated by overeduced electron carriers woidd be decreased. 
JM is an AOXhomolog 
The amino acid sequence of IMMUTANS predicts a protein with a calculated MW of 
40.5 kD (Wu et al., 1999). Database searches revealed that the amino acid sequence bears high 
similarity to altemative oxidases (AOX) {p = le-04 to 4e-13). The comparison between IM 
and AOX la of Arahidopsis indicates that IM and AOX have many similar features. The 
regions of similarity include the two membrane -spanning domains and a surface-exposed 
alpha-helix. In IM, three potential iron binding motifs were foimd, and two of them align with 
the positions of the two iron binding motifs of AOX. Phylogenetic analyses suggest that IM 
is a novel type of altemative oxidase. 
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IM activity and PDS 
Phytoene desaturase may be part of a redox complex that transfers electrons 
from phytoene to a series of acceptors. PDS activity needs plastoquinone (Mayer et 
al., 1990; Schulz et al., 1993; Nievelstein et al., 1995; Norris et al., 1995), NADPH 
(Mayer et al., 1992), PDS-bound flavin adenine dinucleotide (Hugueney et al., 1992; 
Al-Babili et al., 1996) and oxygen (Beyer et al., 1989; Mayer et al., 1990). A 
multicomponent redox chain has been proposed between PDS and oxygen (Mayer et 
al., 1990) and the plastoquinone pool is a component of this redox chain. 
IM is a chloroplast protein (Wu et al., 1999; Carol et al., 1999), and its 
homology to AOX suggests that it may play a role in oxidizing quinol in the 
chloroplast. The most likely candidate is the plastoquinone pool. 
Previous experiments have shown that the redox state of the plastoquinone 
pool is essential for phytoene desaturase activity. Using isolated daffodil 
chromoplasts, Beyer et al. (1989) foimd that oxygen is essential for phytoene 
desaturation, and later, it was demonstrated that in an anaerobic environment, oxidized 
quinones are required for the desaturation of ph3^oene ( Mayer et al., 1990). Schulz et 
al. (1993) found that SC-0051, an herbicide of the triketone class, inhibited the quinone 
biosynthetic enzyme, p-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase (EC 1.13.11.27) from 
Zea mays. The herbicide not only blocked quinone biosynthesis but, indirectly, 
inhibited phytoene desaturation; however PDS itself was not afflicted by the herbicide. 
The above experiments showed that quinones play an essential role in PDS activity. 
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These findings were confirmed by the finding of Norris et al. (1995) that two 
plastoquinone/tocopherol-deficient Arabidopsis mutants, pdsl and pds2, accumulate 
phytoene (Norris et al., 1995). pdsl is an p-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase 
mutant (Norris et al., 1998) that accumulates homogentisic acid (HGA), whereas pdsl 
affects the decarboxylation and prenylation/phytylation of HGA (Norris et al., 1995). 
In both cases, plastoquinone and tocopherol cannot be synthesized in the chloroplast. 
Mutants in the green alga Scenedesmus obiquiis can synthesize plastoquinone but not 
tocopherol, and with a normal carotenoid level (Henry et al., 1986). This suggests that 
in pdsl and pds2 of Arabidopsis. it is the absence of plastoquinone not tocopherol that 
affects PDS activity. All the above evidence suggest that plastoquinone is essential for 
PDS activity. 
Norris et al. (1995) proposed that PDS passes four electrons firom one 
phytoene molecule to the plastoquinone pool, and that the photosynthetic electron 
transport chain then oxidizes the PQ pool. IM might oxidize the plastoquinone pool 
to maintain PDS activity in the absence of components of the photosynthetic electron 
transport chain (Wu et al., 1999). 
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Mechanism of im variegation 
Wu et al. have proposed a model (1999) to explain the mechanism of im variegation. 
In this model, the following factors were taken into accoimt: 
a. IM is a chloroplastid protein that, by analogy to AOX, has the potential to oxidize 
quinols (Wu et al., 1999; Carol et al., 1999). 
b. In immutans, carotenoid biosynthesis is blocked at the phytoene desaturation step 
in white sectors but not in green sectors (Wetzel et al., 1994). However, PDS mRNA and 
protein levels are normal in both mutant green- and white- sectors (Wetzel and Rodermel, 
1998). 
c. Cells in the green sectors contain normal chloroplasts, and the cells in the white 
sectors are heteroplastidic for normal-appearing chloroplasts as well as plastids that are 
vacuolated and lack internal lamellar structures. The nuclear gene product defined by 
immutans has an unequal affect on the plastids in a cell. 
d. Enhaaced light intensity increases white sectoring (Redei et al., 1963; Robbelen et 
al., 1968; Wetzel et al., 1994). 
e. Sectoring is irreversible in the developing (expanding) and fully-developed 
(expanded) leaf (Wetzel et al., 1994). 
f. immutans is active during an early stage of seedling development coincident with 
seed coat breakage (Wetzel et al., 1994). 
According to the model, IM is located downstream of the PQ pool and is normally 
required early in chloroplast development to keep the electron transport chain from becoming 
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over-reduced. This is important so that PDS can ftmction and produce photoprotective 
carotenoids. In later stages of chloroplast development, a redimdant function of IM 
supplements or replaces IM as the main pathway to maintain the redox state of the 
plastoquinone pool. This redundant ftmction can be photosynthetic electron transport chain, 
or some other developmental or tissue specific oxidase, for example, the NADPH dependent 
oxidoreductase from chromoplasts of Narcissus pseudonacissus ( Mayer et al., 1992). The 
redundant ftmction could also be the chlororespiration pathway (Bermoxm et al., 1982; 1994). 
In this pathway, an NADPH dehydrogenase feeds electrons to the PQ pool, which is then 
oxidized at the expense of oxygen by an oxidase. Chlororespiration is thought to regulate the 
redox level of plastoquinone pool under stress conditions (Feild et al., 1998). It is a candidate 
for the IM-redundant pathway because the oxidases for plastoquinol oxidation are cyanide-
and CO-sensitive, for example, in Pleurochloris meiringesis{ Buchel et al., 1995) and 
simflowers (Field et al., 1998). The oxidase for chlororespiration must be an oxidase other 
than IM which is an AOX homolog, because AOX is a cyanide insensitive en2yme. The 
chlororespiration pathway is a good candidate for the IM redundant ftmction. 
We hypothesize that during the early chloroplast development in immutans, PDS 
activity remains low because it can not pass electrons to an over-reduced plastoquinone pool, 
which results from a lack of IM. As a consequence, immutans lacks colored carotenoids in 
early chloroplast development, and at a critical Ught level, cells without enough carotenoids to 
quench excess energy from chlorophylls will produce enough ROIs and photooxidize the 
contents of the plastid. Photooxidized white cells will divide to form white sectors. On the 
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other hand, some cells can survive the early stage of development because they have enough 
of the redvmdant activity to produce enough colored carotenoids to allow the formation of 
green plastids. The green plastids and cells can divide and give rise to green sectors. 
Therefore, the pattem of green- and white- variegation is the result of a balance between the 
efSciency of carotenoid synthesis due to the activity of IM and the redundant activity versus 
illumination intensity in early chloroplast development. 
Wu et al. (1999) proposed another model of im variegation in which IM is a 
component of the PDS complex (Al-Balili et al., 1996; Hugueney et al., 1992) that transfers 
electrons from PDS to the PQ pool, or directly to oxygen, during the early chloroplast 
development. The overall mechanism of variegation is the same as in the model above, but in 
this case the redundant activity is proposed to be inefficient transfer of electrons from PDS 
to PQ pool. 
To test the mechanism of immutans variegation, fiuther research on/M expression at 
both the transcription and translation levels is necessary. The identification of IM binding 
proteins and a test of IM protein fimction are also critical for us to test the models proposed 
by Wu et al. (1999). Further understanding of im variegation will shed light on our 
imderstanding of carotenoid biosynthesis as well as plastid biogenesis in general. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE IMMUTANS VARIEGATION LOCUS OF ARABIDOPSIS 
DEFINES A MITOCHONDRIAL ALTERNATIVE OXIDASE HOMOLOG THAT 
FUNCTIONS DURING EARLY CHLOROPLAST BIOGENESIS 
A paper published in The Plant Cell 11: 43-55 (1999) 
Dongying Wu^'', David A. Wright'''*^, Carolyn WetzeP, Daniel F. Voytas'"^ 
and Steven Rodermel^'' 
Abstract 
Nuclear gene-induced variegation mutants provide a powerful system to dissect 
interactions between the nucleus-cytoplasm, chloroplast, and mitochondrial genetic systems. 
The immutans variegation mutant of Arabidopsis is nuclear recessive and produces green- and 
white-sectored leaves. The green sectors contain cells with normal chloroplasts, whereas the 
white sectors are heteroplastidic and contain cells witli abnormal, pigment-deficient plastids, 
as well as some normal chloroplasts. White sector formation can be promoted by enhanced 
light intensities, but sectoring becomes irreversible early in leaf development. The white 
sectors accumulate the carotenoid prescursor phytoene. We have positionally cloned 
IMMUTANS and foimd that the gene encodes a 40.5-lcD protein with sequence motifs 
characteristic of alternative oxidase, a mitochondrial protein that functions as a terminal 
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oxidase in the respiratory chains of all plants. However, phylogenetic analyses revealed that 
the IMMUTANS protein is only distantly related to these other alternative oxidases, 
suggesting that IMMUTANS is a novel member of this proteia class. We sequenced three 
alleles of immutans, and all are predicted to be null. Our data suggest a model of variegation 
in which the IMMUTANS protein functions early in chloroplast biogenesis as a component 
of a redox chain responsible for phytoene desaturation, but that a redundant electron transfer 
function is capable of compensating for IMMUTANS activity in some plastids and cells. 
Iiitroductioa 
Variegation mutants have played a prominent role in the history of genetics (reviewed 
in Granick, 1955). As a notable example, they were used by E. Bauer in his seminal studies 
in the early 1900s to describe the phenomenon of non-MendeUan inheritance. The cells in the 
green sectors of these plants have morphologically normal chloroplasts, whereas cells in the 
white sectors have abnormal plastids delBcient in pigments and organized lamellar structures. 
One common mechanism of variegation involves the induction of defective mitochondria or 
chloroplasts in some, but not all cells by mutations in nuclear genes (Tikiey-Bassett, 1975). 
Because the products defined by these genes are required for normal chloroplast biogenesis, 
they provide an excellent starting point to dissect the poorly understood pathways of 
communication between the nuclear-cytoplasmic, chloroplast and mitochondrial genetic 
systems (Taylor, 1989). 
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Several well-known examples of variegated plants induced by nuclear gene mutations 
include the maize iojap and nonchromosomal stripe (iVCS) mutants (e.g., Walbot and Coe, 
19 79; Roussell et al., 1991; Han et al., 1992; Gu et. al., 1993), and the barley albostrians 
mutant (e.g., Hess et al., 1994). Both iojap and albostrians are recessive and give rise to 
defective, maternally inherited plastids that undergo sorting-out to form clonal sectors of 
affected (white) cells. In both mutants, the plastid defect is traceable to a loss of chloroplast 
ribosomes and an inability to synthesize chloroplast DNA-encoded components of the 
photos3aithetic apparatus. IOJAP has been cloned and sequenced and encodes a protein that 
is associated with the SOS subunit of the chloroplast ribosome (Han et al., 1992; Han and 
Martienssen, 1995). Like iojap and albostrians, NCS mutants are recessive. They condition 
alterations in the mitochondrial genome that generate permanently defective, maternally 
inherited mitochondria that presumably sort out to forai clones of cells containing either all-
defective or all-normal mitochondria (e.g., Lauer et al., 1990). Green and white sectors can be 
observed in iVCS mutants because the defective mitochondria secondarily affect chloroplast 
form and fimction. 
Despite the wealth of Arabidopsis mutants, only a handful of nuclear loci have been 
described that give rise to a variegation phenotype. These include varl and var2 (Martinez-
Zapater, 1992), chloroplast mutator (Redei, 1973; Martinez-Zapater et al., 1992; Sakamoto 
et al., 1996), and immutans (Redei, 1963,1967; Robbelen, 1968; Wetzel et al., 1994; Meehan 
et al., 1996; Wetzel and Rodeimel, 1998). Excluded from this list are alleles of a number of 
genes that have been transposon-tagged by various mutagens (e.g, Activatox) and that sector 
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due to rounds of element insertion and excision. Of the "natural" variegation loci, only 
chloroplast mutator and immutans have been characterized to an appreciable extent. Like 
NCS, chloroplast mutator is recessive and promotes mitochondrial DNA rearrangements that 
result in permanently defective, maternally inherited mitochondria; chloroplast phenotype is 
affected secondarily (Martinez-Zapater et al., 1992; Sakamoto et al., 1996). immutans 
(Figure 1) is also recessive, but in contrast to chloroplast mutator, sectoring is sensitive to 
light intensity and temperature: elevated Ught or temperature results in an increase in white-
sector formation (Redei, 1963; Robbelen, 1968). Redei (1963, 1975) also foxmd that pure-
white reproductive bolts of immutans can give rise to aU-green, all-white or variegated 
progeny, depending on the light and temperature growth regimes of the progeny. Because of 
the apparent reversibility of the phenotype and an inability of the mutant to permanently 
convert from a normal green to an all-white phenotype, Redei called the mutation immutans, 
from a Latin word meaning "immutable" (Redei, 1975). 
We origiaally became interested in immutans because we felt it might provide 
information about the pathways of interorganellar communication. To this end, we have 
examined plastid morphology and inheritance, analyzed pigment compositions, and examined 
patterns of nuclear and chloroplast gene expression in the mutant (Wetzel et al., 1994; 
Meehan et al., 1996; Wetzel and Rodennel, 1998). We foimd that immutans is first expressed 
during early germination^ and that white tissues of the mutant can be heteroplastidic for cells 
that contain abnormal and normal-appearing plastids. Heteroplastidic cells are a rare 
phenomenon in plants, because plastids typically sort out rapidly to form clones of pure-
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white and pure-green cells (i.e., homoplastidic cells) (Tilney-Bassett, 1975). The finding of 
heteroplastidic cells indicates that immutans is "plastid autonomous" and that the gene 
product defined by the mutation has an unequal affect on the plastids in a cell. We also found 
that white immutans sectors accumulate the carotenoid precursor phytoene, but that 
IMMUTANS is not the structural gene for phytoene desaturase (PDS), the enzyme that 
converts phytoene to z-carotene in the plastid (Bartley et al., 1991; Wetzel et al., 1994). We 
fiirther observed that PDS mRNA and protein levels are normal in the mutant (Wetzel and 
Rodermel, 1998), indicating that IMMUTANS does not directly affect PDS expression. One 
possibility we suggested is that IMMUTANS could be a cofactor required for maximal PDS 
activity (Wetzel et aL, 1994). The immutans phenotype is very similar to that of the ghost 
variegation mutant of tomato (e.g., Scolnik et al., 1987; Giuliano et al., 1993), and the two 
may have defects in homologous genes. 
In this paper we report the positional cloning of IMMUTANS, and we define the 
nature of the mutations in three immutans alleles, including two x-ray induced alleles that 
were generated by Redei nearly 50 years ago. We also show that the IMMUTANS protein is 
related to alternative oxidase (AOX), an inner mitochondrial membrane protein that functions 
as a terminal oxidase in the respiratory chains of all plants, and of some algae, fimgi and 
protists. 
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Result 
Positional cloning of IMMUTANS 
IMMUTANS resides withra an ~9.6 centimorgan (cM) interval on chromosome 4 
between cer2 and ag (Wetzel et al., 1994) (Figure 2A). To initiate a chromosome walk to the 
gene, we generated an F2 mapping population by crossing the spotty allele of immutans (in a 
Columbia ecotype background) (Wetzel et al., 1994) with a Landsberg erecta chromosome 4 
marker line {cer2/ap2/bp2) (Koomneef et al., 1983). Early in the walk, there was a dearth of 
physical information on chromosome 4, and F2 plants were screened for recombination 
breakpoints in the bp-immutans and immutans-cer2 intervals on the basis of phenotype. 
However, as more physical information became available, we were able to rapidly screen 
recombinant F2 plants using markers ngallll and ngal 139, which encompass immutans 
within an ~40-cM interval (Figure 2B) (Bell and Ecker, 1994). 
We identified a restriction firagment length marker that mapped close to immutans 
(LMl 17, ~0.12-cM), and this marker served as the starting point for the walk (Figure 2B). 
This marker was used to detect a series of overlapping yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs), 
which were then mapped with respect to immutans using cleaved amplified polymorphic 
sequence (CAPS) markers (Konieczny and Ausubel, 1993). The CAPS markers were 
generated from YAC end clones, as well as from random EcoRI fiagments of YAC CIC7H1. 
By using this analysis, we were able to determine that YAC CIC7H1 completely 
encompasses immutans. The YAC-derived markers were also used to isolate a series of 
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overlapping bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) and cosmid clones that immediately 
flank immutans. BAC and cosmid end clones were then isolated, and CAPS markers were 
generated. These were used to j5ne-map recombination breakpoints within the vicinity of 
immutans. We were unable to isolate cosmids or plasmids that overlapped immutans. This 
was due to a sequence irmnediately downstream firom the gene that caused clone instability in 
Escherichia coli (data not shown). The region encompassing immutans was finally 
overlapped by a long polymerase chain reaction (PCR) product (24 kb), generated with 
primers based on cos3 7 and cos 152 DNA sequences (Figure 2B). 
To localize immutans within the long PCR product, we digested the PCR product 
with Sail and Sad and cloned the firagments into pBluescript Using the cloned firagments as 
probes, we conducted genomic DNA gel blot experiments to detect polymorphisms between 
DNAs fi:om various immutans alleles and wild-t^-pe Columbia DNA. Redei' s initial studies 
with immutans were based on the x-ray-induced immutans-1 allele (Redei, 1963, 1967). A 
3.1-kb Sall/SacI subfiragment of the long PCR product detected a 3.4-kb EcoRI fiagment in 
the wild-type DNA that was shifted to a smaller 2.5-kb EcoRI fragment in immutans-1 DNA 
(data not shown). This 3.4-kb fragment was used as a probe to isolate four different-sized 
cDNAs from an Arabidopsis cDNA library (Newman et al., 1994). This library contained 
sequences from developmental stages when we would anticipate IMMUTANS to be expressed 
(Wetzel and Rodermel, 1998). The cDNAs were sequenced and formd to be derived from a 
single gene. This is consistent with low stringency genomic DNA gel blot analyses showing 
that IMMUTANS is likely a single copy gene in Arabidopsis (data not shown). The 
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sequence of the longest of the foxir cDNAs (L4-kb) was compared to that of the wild-type 
genomic sequence, and a gene with nine exons was identified (Figure 3 A). We were unable to 
detect a transcript for this gene on gel blots using RNA from a variety of tissues and 
developmental stages when we would expect IMMUTANS to be expressed (Wetzel and 
Rodermel, 1998), indicating that the gene is expressed at very low levels. 
The candidate IMMUTANS gene was completely contained within the 3.4- kb EcoRI 
fragment identified by our probe in wild type DNA (Figure 3B). To characterize the 
rearrangement in the immutans-l strain, two PCR primer pairs were designed to amplify, by 
inverse PCR, the 2.5- and 4.5-kb EcoRI fragments observed on gel blots with immutans-l 
DNA. The resulting PCR amplification products were sequenced, and an abrupt DNA 
sequence change was revealed in the fifth intron of the candidate gene (at base pair 1620) as 
compared to the wild type (Figure 3B). In searches of the DNA sequence databases, the 
novel sequences from both the 2.5- and 4.5-kb EcoRI fragments were foimd adjacent to one 
another in BAC F18E5, which contains an insert of chromosome 4 DNA (GenBank accession 
number AL022603). This BAC lies outside of our contig, which extends about 200 kb on 
either side of IMMUTANS. Considered together, these data indicate that a very large 
inversion has occurred on chromosome 4 in the immutans-l strain, and that this inversion 
interrupts a gene whose map position corresponds to immutans. 
Two other immutans alleles were characterized to determine whether they carry 
mutations in the candidate gene. CSS 157 is another x-ray induced immutans allele that was 
originally isolated by Redei. Genomic PCR products of the gene in CSS 157 were sequenced. 
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and a G- to A- transition was identified at the sixth exon/sixth intron boimdary (Figures 3 A 
and SC). Becaiise intron splice sites are conserved in higher plants (Brendel et al., 1998), this 
change would be predicted to give rise to a spUcing defect. This was tested using exon 
primers that span the mutation to amplify mRNA by reverse transcriptase PGR (RT-PCR). 
The DNA sequence of the RT-PCR product showed that the mutation gave rise to an mRNA 
that was spliced at an altemative downstream 5' splice site (Figure 3C). This sequence 
should give rise to a truncated protein, because a premature stop codon is generated 
immediately downstream of the alternative splice site. 
The third immutans allele we examined was spotty, which was induced by ethyl 
methanesulfonate mutagenesis (Wetzel et al., 1994). In spotty, we identified a point mutation 
in the fourth exon of the candidate gene that changes a G to an A (Figures 3 A and 3D). This 
transition converts a tryptophan codon to a stop codon. RT-PCR analyses failed to detect 
an mRNA species for the candidate gene in the spotty background. 
In summary, we conclude that we have isolated IMMUTANS on the basis of both the 
fine-mapping studies and the identification of mutations in a gene from three independent 
immutans alleles. This conclusion has been confirmed by analysis of Activator-taiggQd. 
mutants of this gene (Carol et al, 1999). 
BVIMUTANS is an AOX homolog 
The largest of the immutans cDNAs we characterized was 1.4-kb. The 5' end of the 
mRNA was identified by 5' rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5'-RACE) (data not shown); 
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these analyses extended the 5' end of the cDNA -60 base pairs. Figure 4A shows the 
complete cDNA sequence and deduced amino acid sequence of the IMMUTANS protein. 
The amino acid sequence predicts a protein with a calculated molecular mass of 40.5-kD. 
Database searches revealed that the amino acid sequence bears high similarity to altemative 
oxidases (AOX) (p = le-04 to 4e-13). AOXs are inner mitochondrial membrane proteins 
foxmd in aU higher plants and in some algae, fimgi, and protists (Siedow and Umbach, 1995; 
Vanlerberghe and Mcintosh, 1997). Species with AOX have two pathways of respiration: a 
cyanide-sensitive pathway, whose terminal oxidase is cytochrome c oxidase, and a cyanide-
resistant, salicylhydroxamic acid-sensitive pathway, whose terminal oxidase is AOX. The 
two pathways diverge at the ubiquinol pool, with AOX directly transferring electrons from 
ubiquinol to oxygen. 
genes typically constitute small nuclear multigene famihes (Vanlerberghe and 
Mcintosh, 1997; Saisho et al., 1997). In Arabidopsis, for example, there are four gene 
family members, designated^OX/<2, AOXlb zsAAOXlc and AQX2 (Kumar and Soil, 1992; 
Saisho et al., 1997). The deduced amino acid sequences of all AOX genes share several 
conserved domains. These include two a-helical, membrane-spanning domains in the center of 
the protein and two iron binding motifs in the hydrophilic C-terminal portion of the protein 
(Siedow and Umbach, 1995; Vanlerberghe and Mcintosh, 1997). The latter motifs may form 
a binuclear iron center (Moore et al., 1995; Siedow et al., 1995). Higher plant AOX proteins 
also appear to have two conserved cysteine residues that are involved in dimerization and in 
the regulation of enzjone activity by redox status and pyruvate (Umbach and Siedow, 1993, 
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1996). One or both of these cysteines is missing in the non-plant proteins (Vanlerberghe and 
Mcintosh, 1997). 
Figures 4B and 4C show that the conserved domains of higher plant AOX proteins 
are also conserved in the deduced amino acid sequence of the IMMUTANS protein; AOXla 
and A0X2 from Arabidopsis are tised as representative protein sequences for comparison. 
The regions of similarity include the membrane-spanning domains (T1 and T2). These 
regions in IMMUTANS were predicted to be part of a transmembrane domain by the 
PHDhtm program (>80% confidence level) (Rost et al., 1995). In contrast to the derived 
amino acid sequences of other characterized AOX genes, the derived IMMUTANS sequence 
has homology to three putative iron binding motifs (B1, B2 and B3). The first of these (B1) 
is located in a comparable position to the AOX Bl motif, but the IMMUTANS Bl sequence 
is slightly degenerate. The B2 sequence is highly conserved in position and sequence. The 
B3 motif, on the other hand, is downstream from where the Arabidopsis AOXl A and A0X2 
sequences end. IMMUTANS also differs from higher plant AOX proteins in that the two 
conserved cysteines are not present. 
In contrast to the C terminus, the N terminus of IMMUTANS bears little identifiable 
similarity to other AOX proteins. PSORT software (Nakai and Kanehisa, 1992) predicts 
that the first 50 amino acids of the protein comprise an N-terminal transit sequence to target 
IMMUTANS to the chloroplast. For instance, this region has a high content of serine (22%), 
no aspartic acid or glutamic acid, and an alanine following the initiating methionine (Cline and 
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Henry, 1996). The presence of a sequence that is capable of targeting IMMUTANS to the 
plastid in vitro has been confirmed by Carol et al. (1999). 
To further assess relationships between IMMUTANS and known AOX amino acid 
sequences, we conducted phylogenetic analyses using the neighbor-joining algorithm (Saitou 
and Nei, 1987; Felsenstein, 1993) (Figure 5). For tree construction, amino acid sequences 
were limited to the conserved transmembrane domains and the first two iron binding motifs 
(double-headed arrow in Figure 4B). IMMUTANS and all plant AOX gene sequences were 
well-separated firom AOX genes of algae, fungi, and protists (in 65% of bootstrap replicates). 
This suggests that IMMUTANS shares a more recent evolutionary history with plant AOX 
genes. Most plant AOX sequences form a single, well-supported clade (95% bootstrap 
support) (the nine sequences at the bottom of the figure). Genes within this branch share 
approximately 75-95% amino acid identity. Although more distantly related genes are 
found in plants (namely, the Arabidopsis AOX2, the Glycine A0X2 aiidA0X3, and the 
Mangifera AOX), their relationship to each other and to the other AOX genes is less clear. 
IMMUTANS is distantly related to all plant AOX genes (as indicated by its long branch 
length), including these more divergent AOX family members. Thus, even though 
IMMUTANS shares many conserved structural motifs with plant AOX genes, it appears to be 
a novel type of AOX. 
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Discussion 
IMMUTANS is a novel AOX-liice chloroplast protein 
All higher plants have an alternative (cyanide-resistant) pathway of mitochondrial 
respiration in the inner membrane that branches from the cytochrome pathway at the 
ubiquinone pool (reviewed in Siedow and Umbach, 1995; Vanlerberghe and Mcintosh, 1997). 
The altemative pathway uses a terminal oxidase (AOX) that generates water from ubiqxiinol 
in a four electron transfer reaction. The altemative pathway does not contribute to the 
generation of an electrochemical gradient and, therefore, is not coupled to ATP production. 
Because AOX is able to compete with the cytochrome pathway for electrons, the altemative 
pathway does not serve merely as an "energy overflow" mechanism when electron transport 
through the cytochrome pathway is saturated with electrons, damaged, or restricted by the 
availability of ADP (Purvis and Shewfelt, 1993; Hoefriagel et al., 1995; Ribas-Cai-bo et al., 
1995; Siedow and Umbach, 1995). Vanlerberghe et al. (1997) have demonstrated that the 
altemative pathway may play an important role in balancing carbon metabolism and electron 
transport. 
Our data suggest that the IMMUTANS gene product is a member of the AOX class of 
proteins. Not only does its derived C terminal sequence bear regions of high similarity to the 
signature motifs of AOX proteins from diverse sources, but phylogenetic analyses indicate 
that IMMUTANS is distantiy related to all known plant AOX genes. On the other hand, the 
lack of similarity in the N terminus suggests, at a miniTmim, that if IMMUTANS fimctions as 
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an AOX, its regulation is likely very different from that of known AOX proteins. For 
example, IMMUTANS lacks the two conserved cysteines that are important in dimerization 
and regulation of AOX activity in higher plants (Umbach and Siedow, 1993, 1996). 
IMMUTANS also has three rather than two putative iron-binding motifs. Fiirthermore, our 
analyses revealed that IMMUTANS is targeted to the chloroplast, rather than the 
mitochondrion, as is the case with other AOX proteins. This has been confirmed by the 
demonstration that IMMUTANS is associated with the membrane fraction of plastids in an 
in vitro import assay (Carol et al., 1999). 
Mechanism of immutans variegation 
A satisfactory explanation of sector formation in immutans must take into account the 
following observations: 
First, ultrastructural analyses have shown that whereas cells in the green sectors contain 
normal chloroplasts, cells in the white sectors are heteroplastidic for normal-appearing 
chloroplasts and vacuolated plastids that lack internal lamellar structures (Wetzel et al., 
1994). The finding of heteroplastidic cells indicates that the nuclear gene product coded 
for by immutans has an unequal affect on the plastids in a cell, i.e., the mutation is 
"plastid autonomous" (Wetzel et al., 1994). 
Second, white sector formation is promoted by enhanced light intensities (Redei, 1963; 
Robbelen, 1968; Wetzel etal., 1994). 
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Third, sector formation during leaf development results in a fixed pigmentation state in 
immutans. Pure-white and heteroplastidic cells do not become green when placed imder 
low light intensities, nor do green sectors bleach when plants are placed under high light 
intensities (Wetzel et al., 1994). 
Fourth, IMMUTANS is first expressed in cotyledons during a discrete, light-responsive 
phase immediately following seed, coat breakage. Its expression during this phase 
determines irreversibly the degree of white and green sector formation in the cotyledons 
(Wetzel et al., 1994). This suggests tihat sector formation in leaves is also determined at 
an early stage of cell development. 
Finally, the white immutans sectors accumulate phytoene, suggesting that PDS activity is 
impaired in the white cells (Wetzel et al., 1994). However, PDS mRNA and protein 
levels are normal in the green and white sectors of the mutant (Wetzel and Rodermel, 
1998). 
Role of IMMUTANS in carotenoid synthesis: why does phytoene accumulate? 
Accumulation of phytoene in immutans white sectors, where PDS protein is foimd at 
wild-type levels, indicates that PDS is not active in this tissue. The lack of activity is not a 
generalized result of photooxidation, because a chemically-induced block in carotenoid 
biosynthesis at a later step in the pathway causes bleaching but not accumulation of 
phytoene (Sandmam and Boger, 1989). Precursor-feeding experiments have revealed that 
chlorophyll synthesis is not specifically inhibited in immutans (Wetzel and Rodermel, 
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impublished). Thus, the white sectors in mutant leaves are the result of impaired PDS 
activity leaditig to a block in carotenoid synthesis. Lack of carotenoids leads secondarily to a 
loss of chlorophyll, either due to inhibition of its accumulation and/or to its photodestruction. 
All of the early steps of carotenoid biosynthesis are mediated by soluble stromal 
enzymes, but the later steps, i.e., those including and subsequent to the desaturation of 
phytoene, occur on membrane-bound enzymes (e.g., Kreuz et al., 1982; Bonk et al., 1996; 
Cunningham and Gantt, 1998). These enzymes may form a multisubunit complex, one 
fimction of which would be to transfer electrons from phytoene to a series of acceptors 
during the PDS and ZDS (z-carotene desaturase) desaturation steps of the pathway-
Consistent with this proposal, several redox components have been found to be necessary for 
PDS activity: plastoquinone (Mayer et al., 1990; Schulz et al., 1993; Nievelstein et al., 1995; 
Norris et al., 1995), NADPH (Mayer et al., 1992), PDS-boimd FAD (Hugueney et al., 1992; 
Al-Babili et al., 1996), and molecular oxygen (Beyer et al., 1989; Mayer et al., 1990). Also 
consistent with this proposal, analyses of the redox activities of various artificial qtiinones 
have suggested that phytoene desaturation involves a multi-component redox chain between 
PDS and oxygen (Mayer et al., 1990). 
Our finding that IMMUTANS bears striking homology to AOX suggests that 
IMMUTANS may be an electron transfer component of the phj^oene desaturation pathway. 
We have previously suggested that IMMUTANS may be a cofactor required for PDS 
activity (Wetzel et al., 1994; Wetzel and Rodermel, 1998). This possibility is illustrated in 
Figure 6A, where electrons would be transferred from phytoene via PDS to IMMUTANS 
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and thence to the plastoquinone (PQ) pool. In the absence of IMMUTANS, ph3^oene 
would be expected to accumulate. However, another possibility is that IMMUTANS 
functions like AOX, i.e., as a terminal oxidase, and transfers electrons either directly to 
molecular oxygen (Figure 6A) or in a more indirect manner from PDS to oxygen (Figure 6B). 
The latter would be consistent with a function of IMMUTANS as the elusive plastoquinol 
oxidase in the chlororespiratory chain (e.g., Buchel and Garab, 1997; Burrows et al., 1998; 
Feild et al., 1998; Kofer et al., 1998; Shikanai et al., 1998). In either of these cases, phj^oene 
might again be predicted to build up in the absence of IMMUTANS: PDS would be unable to 
desaturate phytoene (Figure 6A), or the PQ pool could become over-reduced (e.g., in cases 
where electron transfer from the PQ pool to PSI is limiting, see below), thus preventing the 
transfer of electrons from PDS to PQ (Figure 6B). Although the models in Figure 6 have 
placed IMMUTANS-related electron transport in the context of the photosynthetic electron 
transport chain via the PQ pool, it is also possible that a portion of the pathway exists in the 
inner envelope (Jager-Vottero et al, 1997). 
The revised threshold model of variegation: electron transport capacity for 
phytoene desaturation 
In an earher model of immutans variegation (Wetzel et al., 1994), we hypothesized 
that the mutation rendered the IMMUTANS product light-labile (but stiU partially-
fimctional), and that a threshold of IMMUTANS activity was required for normal 
chloroplast development. In the mutant, we asstmied that the higher the light intensity, the 
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fewer the plastids with the requisite threshold, and hence the greater the extent of white 
sector formation. We have amended our hypothesis in light of our finding that the three 
immutans alleles we have sequenced {spotty, CSS 157, and immutans-T) are most likely null 
and therefore no IMMUTANS product is present for light-induced destruction. Taken 
together with the fact that immutans plants are heteroplastidic and variegated, not albino, the 
finding of nuU immutans alleles suggests that there is a redundant fimction that is able to 
compensate for the absence of IMMUTANS activity in the green plastids. Low stringency 
hybridizations have failed to detect iMMC/Z4iViS-related sequences in the Arabidopsis 
genome (data not shown), and hence the redundant or parallel redox component is unlikely to 
be another IMMUTANS-like AOX protein. As illustrated in Figure 6A, one possibility is 
that the redundant fimction is inefficient transfer of electrons from PDS to the PQ pool. In 
Figure 6B, the redundant fimction is illustrated as electron flow to photosystem I. 
Carotenoids act as non-photochemical quenchers of excess light energy absorbed by 
light harvesting complexes (e.g., reviewed in Demmig-Adams et al., 1996). In the absence of a 
sufficient level of free-radical scavenging mechanisms (such as may occur during the early 
stages of chloroplast biogenesis), unquenched excess light energy leads to the formation of 
harmfiil active oxygen species and to photooxidation of the contents of the plastid. 
Photooxidative damage appears to be localized to the plastid compartment (OelmuUer, 1989). 
As revised, our model invokes a threshold of electron transport capacity for phytoene 
desaturation that is reqxiired for carotenoid synthesis and the development of green 
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chloroplasts. Below this threshold, carotenoids cannot be made in a sufficient enough 
quantity to prevent light-induced photodestruction. 
According to our model, different pathways of electron transport fimction in 
phytoene desaturation at different stages of development, and with different efficiencies, 
depending on which electron transport components are available. A fimdamental assumption 
is that IMMUTANS is one of these components and is required for carotenoid synthesis 
during early chloroplast biogenesis, i.e., when thylakoid membranes are being elaborated in 
growing chloroplasts, following division of either progenitor proplastids in the meristem or 
mature chloroplasts in the expanding leaf (reviewed in Mullet, 1988). Although we have not 
yet examined IMMUTANS expression during leaf development, this assumption would be 
consistent with our observation that IMMUTANS is expressed early in cotyledon 
development (Wetzel et al., 1994). 
We hypothesize that PDS would be unable, or only minimally able, to carry out 
ph5^oene desaturation during the early stages of thylakoid development when IMMUTANS 
is absent and the alternative pathway is either inefficient (Figure 6A) or not yet fully-
fimctional (Figure 6B). Phytoene would accmnulate, either because electrons could not be 
transferred quickly enough to the PQ pool by the inefficient path (Figure 6A) or because the 
PQ pool was over-reduced (Figure 6B). In either of these cases, carotenoid synthesis would 
be blocked, and the plastids would be in a state vulnerable to high-light induced 
photooxidation by newly accimiulating chlorophylls. In essence, a developmental race would 
occur between, on the one hand, photooxidation due to a lack of carotenoid photoprotection. 
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and on the other hand, the development of an efficient mechanism of electron transport away 
from phj^oene to accommodate PDS activity and the synthesis of enough carotenoids to 
afford photoprotection. Low light and thus lower photooxidative pressure would allow more 
plastids to survive the race through the vulnerable stage, accumulate chlorophylls and turn 
green. In the presence of a functional IMMUTANS, electron transport would not be 
inhibited during early development and carotenoid synthesis would proceed unhindered, thus 
avoiding photooxidative vulnerability. 
In sum, the outcome of development in IMMUTANS-deficient plastids is either a 
white, photooxidized state or a fully-functional, green state. If the iimer membrane structure 
has been destroyed along with the resident pigments then there will be no electron transport 
from phytoene and consequently no carotenoid synthesis (white plastids). If, on the other 
hand, enough electron transfer from phytoene can occur to support colored carotenoid 
accimiulation, then wild tjqje levels of pigments can accumulate, as observed in green 
immutans plastids and cells (Wetzel et al., 1994; Meehan et al., 1996). White plastids appear 
to be capable of division because the requisite components are imported from the nucleus-
cytoplasm (Tilney-Bassett, 1975). Therefore, the immutans mutation is effectively plastid 
autonomous and each round of plastid division and differentiation carries tie same risks of 
photooxidation. 
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Tissue-level patterns of variegation 
The model we have described explains the development of white plastids at the 
organelle level, but the phenotype of immutans manifests itself as tissue-level sectoring. 
There are several factors that may be important in determining this patterning. One factor is 
the light environment. In developing leaves, cells and young plastids do not receive uniform 
levels of illumination, and the light environment can be affected by the angle of incident light, 
the presence of shading structures, and the amount of light that penetrates through the tissue 
layers (reviewed in Smith et al., 1997). One may expect, however, that neighboring cells in 
areas of leaf development would be subject to relatively similar levels of illumination due to 
their physical proximity. Thus, even though there would be a range of light levels at the 
organelle level, the overall difference between a level of light sufficient for the photooxidation 
of carotenoid-deficient plastids and that permissive for normal chloroplast development may 
only be realized on sections, or sectors, of cells. In this case, the pattern of variegation would 
be determined by the Ught environment Clearly, higher overall incident light intensities 
would shift more mutant cells into the photooxidation range. 
A second factor that may be important in determining tissue-wide patterns of 
variegation is related to the amount of existing thylakoid material that is passed into nascent 
plastids from their progenitors. When white plastids divide the daughters will be especially 
vulnerable to photooxidation because they have no electron transport capacity to start with 
for even minimal PDS function. White plastids will be propagated forming a clone of cells (a 
white sector) until, for example, light intensities are lowered. Lower light would decrease the 
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threshold of carotenoid synthesis required for photoprotection, allowing electron transport 
capacity to develop, phytoene to be desaturated, and carotenoid synthesis to occur. A green 
plastid (or cell) could then be formed. In like manner, green chloroplasts in mutant tissue do 
not have wild type capacity for electron transport and PDS activity, so if put under high 
enough light they are still susceptible to photooxidation during their vulnerable stage, leading 
to white sectors arising from green. 
A third factor that may affect sectoring is related to the abundance and activities of 
components of carotenoid biosynthesis, electron transport and radical scavenging. These 
may be expressed in a cell-specific manner, resulting in a pattem of variegation that is usually 
obscured. Considered together, our data point toward the notion that tissue-wide patterns of 
variegation in immutans are probably due to a complex interplay of factors. Future studies of 
immutans should provide much information concerning these mechanisms. 
Methods 
Plant material 
Th& spotty zSlQl&oi immutans has been described (Wetzel etal., 1994). We found that 
this allele, in contrast to other immutans alleles, is fast-growing and easy to cross 
(unpublished data); this allele was provided to the Carol group for timely crosses to verify 
that their Activator-taLggod. mutation was, indeed, in the IMMUTANS gene (Carol et al., 1999). 
For our positional cloning experiments, an F2 mapping population was generated by crossing 
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the spotty allele (in zcaArabidopsis thaliana Columbia background) with a Landsberg erecta 
chromosome 4 marker strain (cerllapllbpl) (Koomneef et al., 1983). A total of2495 F2 
plants (4,990 chromosomes) were analj^ed to generate the recombinant pool. The 
immutans-1 allele (Redei, 1967) was obtained from G.P. Redei (University of Missouri, 
Columbia, MO). The CSS 157 allele was obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource 
Center (Ohio State University, Columbus, OH) and was originally in the mutant collection of 
GJP. Redei. immutans-1 and CSS 157 are both in the Columbia background. 
DNA manipulations 
Several types of Ubraries were used in the positional cloning of immutans. These 
included four yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) libraries (Ecker, 1990; Ward and Jen, 1990; 
Grill and Somerville, 1991; Creusot et al., 1995), the TAMU bacterial artificial chromosome 
(BAC) library (Choi et aL, 1995), the pOCAlS cosmid library (Schulz et al., 1994), and 
1PRL2, a cDNA library made with mRNA from various Arabidopsis tissues and at different 
stages of development (Newman et al., 1994). All of these resources came from the 
Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center. Protocols for the manipulation of these Libraries are 
described in the references cited above as well as in Schmidt et al. (1996) and Ausubel et al. 
(1998). Thfcce include ptocedures for library and clone maintenance, the isolation of DNAs, 
and library screening. Sizes of YAC and BAC clones were determined by pulsed-field gel 
electrophoresis (Schmidt et al., 1996). 
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The ends of YAC, BAC, and cosmid inserts were isolated for use both as probes and 
as markers in the chromosome waUc YAC left ends were isolated by plasmid rescue 
(Schmidt et al., 1996), and YAC right ends were isolated by pyrF complementation (Wright et 
al., 1997). BAC and cosmid end clones were isolated by inverse polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) or by direct subcloning. Established methods were used for PCR, inverse PCR, and 
long PCR (Ausubel et al., 1998). For DNA gel blot and colony hybridizations, the cloned 
DNAs were labeled by random priming (Ausubel et al., 1998) and hybridized to filters 
containing YACs, BACs, or cosmids or to filters containing Arabidopsis genomic DNA. 
Hybridization and Arabidopsis DNA isolation procedures were as described in Wetzel et al. 
(1994). 
The cloned YAC, BAC, and cosmid ends were used to generate cleaved amplified 
polymorphic sequence (CAPS) markers (Konieczny and Ausubel, 1993) for use in mapping 
the end clones with respect to immutans. CAPs markers were also generated firom random 
EcoRI subfragments of YAC CIC7HI cloned into pBluescript SK' (Stratagene, LaJolla, CA). 
Other polymorphic sequences that were used in the chromosome walk included LMl 17, an 
RPXP marker (Mindrinos et al., 1994), and two simple sequence length polymorphism (sslp) 
markers, ngallll and ngall39 (Bell andEcker, 1994). 
DNA sequencing was performed by the Iowa State University Nucleic Acids Facility. 
DNA sequences were analyzed using the Genetics Computer Group (Madison, WI) software 
package (Devereux et al., 1984). Phylogenetic analyses were conducted by the neighbor-
joining algorithm using PhyUp (Saitou andNei, 1987; Felsenstein, 1993). The IMMUTANS 
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wild type cDNA sequence has been submitted to the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank databases as 
accession number AF098072. 
RNA manipulations 
Procedures for the isolation of immutans and wild-type RNA and for reverse 
transcriptase PGR (RT-PCR) are described in Wetzel and Rodermel (1998). 5' rapid 
amplification of cDNA ends (5'-RACE) was performed using the S'-RACE system, version 
2.0 (Gibco/BRL). 
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Figure Legends 
Figure 1. An Arabidopsis mutant carrying the spotty allele of immutans. 
The green sectors contain normal-appearing chloroplasts whereas the white sectors are 
heteroplastidic for abnonnal plastids lacking pigments and lamellar structures, as well as 
for rare normal chloroplasts (Wetzel et al., 1994). The white sectors accumulate the 
carotenoid precursor phytoene (Wetzel et al., 1994), and white sector fomation is 
promoted by increased light intensity (Redei, 1963; Robbelen, 1968). 
Figure 2. Positional cloning of immutans. 
(A.) Genetic map. immutans maps between cer2 and ag on chromosome 4 (Redei, 1967; 
Wetzel etal., 1994). 
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(B.) Physical map. The physical contig encompassing immutans extends from restriction 
fragment length polymorphism marker LMl 17 to CAPS marker 7HIL, a distance of 
~320-kb. CAPS markers 7H1-37 and cos294L cosegregate with immutans. Two of six 
YACs in the immutans contig are shown; this is part of an extended 17-Mb YAC contig 
in this region of chromosome 4 (Schmidt et al., 1996). BACs and cosmid clones in the 
immediate vicinity of immutans are shown. End clones that were isolated and converted 
into CAPS markers are designated by rectangles on the clone diagrams. The nimaber of 
recombinant chromosomes between markers is indicated. A total of2495 F2 plants (4990 
chromosomes) were analyzed to generate the recombinant population. 
Figure 3. Mutations in immutam alleles. 
(A.) Schematic representation of the IMMUTANS genomic sequence. IMMUTANS is 
composed of nine exons (white) and eight introns (shaded). The transcription start site is 
designated as base 1 and the poly-(A) addition site is base 2757. Also shov/n are the 
presumed translation start (base 165) and stop (base 2546) codons, and the locations of 
the mutations in the three immutans alleles. Lnmediately downstream from the last exon 
is a long stretch of simple repeated sequence (data not shown). 
(B.) to (D.) Comparison of the nucleotide and derived amino acid sequences of wild type and 
mutant immutans alleles. In (B) for immutans-i, a large inversion interrupts the gene, 
giving rise to EcoRI polymorphic fragments on DNA gel blots. The white box represents 
the inversion, interrupted by greater than ~200-kb of genomic sequence. The shaded box 
is the probe used in the hybridizations. The arrows above the immutans-l diagram 
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represent the primer pairs used to inverse PGR amplify the 2.5- and 4.5-kb fragments. 
Wild type IMMUTANS sequences at the site of the inversion (indicated by an asterisk) 
are shown. In (G) for CSS 157, there is a G- to A- transition at base 1716 that results in 
the use of an alternate 5' splice site in the sixth intron and the generation of a premature 
stop codon in the seventh exon. Intron sequences are boxed, and dotted lines indicate 
sequences that are spliced out of the precTirsor to generate the mature mRNA. In (D) for 
spotty, there is a G- to A- transition at base 1329 in the fourth exon, generating a nonsense 
mutation. In (G) and (D), the asterisks indicate the wild-type and mutated bases. 
Figure 4. IMMUTANS cDNA sequence and comparison to AOX protein sequences. 
(A.) The cDNA and deduced amino acid sequences of IMMUTANS. Conserved 
transmembrane domains are underlined, and conserved iron-binding motifs are boxed. 
(B.) Schematic comparison of the primary amino acid sequences of the IMMUTANS (IM) 
protein and the Arabidopsis AOX la and AOX2 proteins (Saisho et al., 1997). T1 and T2 
are conserved transmembrane domains; Bl, B2, and B3 are iron-binding motifs; "G"are 
conserved cysteine residues. The double-headed arrow indicates sequences used for 
phylogenetic analyses (Figure 5). The number of amino acids in each protein is indicated 
at the G terminus. 
(G.) Amino acid sequence comparisons of the conserved regions of the IMMUTANS protein 
and the Arabidopsis AOXla and AOX2 proteins (Saisho et al., 1997). The small boxes 
indicate the termini of the AOXla and AOX2 proteins. Identical amino acids shared by 
all three sequences are indicated by vertial lines. An asterisk indicates that an 
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IMMUTANS amino acid is identical to an amino acid in one of the other two sequences 
at  that position, or that i t  is  a  conservative substit i t ion compared to the other two amino 
acids at that position (determind by the BOXSilADE sequence alignment program). The 
arrow designates the conserved cysteines in the AOXla and AOX2 sequences. 
Figure 5. Phylogenetic relationships of AOX and IMMUTANS amino acid sequences. 
Relationships were determined by the neighbor-joining distance algorithm using Phylip 
(Saitou andNei, 1987; Felsenstein, 1993). Bootstrap values (100 replicates) are shown 
for major branches above the branch nodes. Those sequences not described in Saisho et 
al. (1997) include AOX genes from Solarium tuberosum (GenBank accession number 
1588565), Catharanthus roseus (GenBank accession number 2696032) and 
Chlamydomonas sp (GenBank accession number 2662190). 
Figure 6. Two working models of immutans variegation. 
Light is absorbed by the light harvesting complex of photosystem II (PSII), and energy 
from excited state chlorophyll can either be transferred to the reaction center or used to 
form triplet chlorophyll. Unless quenched by colored carotenoids, energy from triplet 
chlorophyll generates oxygen radicals (O2"), which can lead to the photooxidation of the 
contents of the plastid if not detoxified by free radical scavengers (such as superoxide 
dismutase). The pathway of energy flow from triplet chlorophyll is indicated by shaded 
arrows, and the pathway of electron transport from PSn via the plastoquinone pool (PQ) 
to photosystem I (PSI) is shown as an open arrow. Electrons can also enter the PQ pool 
by the PDS-mediated desaturation of phytoene. In model (A), IMMUTANS (IM) acts 
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as a cofactor of PDS and mediates an efficient transfer of electrons to the PQ pool or to 
molecular oxygen. However, electrons may also be transferred directly from PDS to the 
PQ pool (broken arrow) in an inefficient "redundant" process that is responsible for the 
generation of green plastids in null immutans plants. In model (B), PDS transfers 
electrons from phytoene to the PQ pool and IMMUTANS acts after this step to reduce 
molecular oxygen. In the absence of IMMUTANS, electron flow from the PQ pool to 
PSI serves as the redimdant function to generate green plastids. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE EXPRESSION OF IMMUTANS AT THE TRANSCRIPTION 
LEVEL IS UBIQUITOUS US AMABWOPSIS 
A paper to be submitted to Plant Physiology 
Dongying Steven Rodermel^-^ 
Abstract 
immutans (im), a nuclear gene inducedvariegation mutation of Arabidopsis, causes 
green- and white- sectored leaves and is recessive. The green sectors contain cells with normal 
chloroplasts, whereas the white sectors are heteroplastidic and contain cells with abnormal, 
pigment-deficient plastids as well as some normal chloroplasts. The white sectors accumulate 
the carotenoid precursor phytoene. IM encodes a chloroplast thylakoid membrane protein 
with sequence motifs characteristic of alternative oxidase, a mitochondrial protein that 
fimctions as a terminal oxidase in the respiratory chains of all plants. IM protein functions as 
a component of a redox chain responsible for ph5^oene desaturation. Our research on IM 
expression at the transcriptional level reveals that IM is expressed ubiquitously and it 
suggests that IM may play roles in different kinds of plastids including chloroplasts, 
leucoplasts, chromoplasts and etioplasts. In addition to carotenoid biosynthesis, IM may 
play a general role in desaturation reactions in plastids. 
^ Department of Botany, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011 
^ Interdepartmental Genetics Program, Iowa State University, Iowa 50011 
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Introduction 
Variegation mutants provide an excellent system to explore the nature of 
communication between the nucleus-cytoplasm, chloroplast and mitochondrial genetic 
systems. The leaves of these mutants have green and white (or yellow) sectors that are 
produced by mutations in nuclear or organellar genes (Tilney-Bassett, 1975). Whereas 
plastids in the green sectors are morphologically normal, cells in the white sectors contain 
plastids that lack pigments and normal lamellar structures. One advantage of variegation 
mutants is that the green tissues are able to feed the white ones, allowing recovery of 
mutations that might otherwise be lethal (albinos). 
We have been studying nuclear gene-induced variegation mutants of Arabidopsis 
(Wetzel et al., 1994; Meehan et al., 1996; Wetzel and Rodermel, 1998; Chen et al., 1999; Wu 
et al., 1999). Despite the large ntmiber of mutant screens that have been conducted in 
Arabidopsis, surprisingly few nuclear "variegation" loci have been reported. These include 
varl, var2, immutans and chloroplast mutator (KobhQlQxi, 1968; Redei, 1963; 1967; 1973; 
Martinez-Zapater, 1992; Sakamoto et al., 1996). We have focused on immutans, a mutant 
originally isolated and partially characterized nearly 40 years ago by Redei (1963; 1967; 
1973) and Robbelen (1968). Sectoring in immutans is due to the action of a nuclear recessive 
gene, and sector formation is sensitive to light intensity and temperature: an increase in either 
results in increased white-sector formation (Redei, 1963; Robbelen, 1968). Cells in the white 
tissues of immutans are heteroplastidic and contain abnormal as well as normal-appearing 
plastids (Wetzel et al., 1994). Heteroplastidic cells are a rare phenomenon in plants, because 
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plastids typically sort-out to form clones of pure-white and ptire-green cells (i.e., 
homoplastidic cells) (Tilney-Bassett, 1975). Visually pure white bolts of immutans give rise 
to aU-green, all-white or variegated progeny, depending on the light and temperature. Because 
of this apparent reversibility of phenotype, Redei termed the mutant immutans (for 
immutable) (Redei, 1975). Consistent with this reversibility, defective plastids are not 
maternally-inherited in immutans (Wetzel et al., 1994), suggesting that defective plastids are 
either excluded from reproductive cells or are able to be restored to normal during 
reproduction. 
Biochemical analyses revealed that white immutans sectors accumulate the carotenoid 
precursor phytoene, indicating that the mutant is impaired in the activity of phytoene 
desaturase (PDS), the plastid enzyme that converts phytoene to ^-carotene (Bartley et al., 
1991; Wetzel et al., 1994). However, IMMUTANS is not the structural gene for PDS 
(Wetzel et al., 1994), nor does IMMUTANS directly affect PDS expression, since both PDS 
mRNA and protein levels are normal in the mutant (Wetzel and Rodermel, 1998). We have 
recently cloned IMMUTANS by map based methods and fovmd that it codes for a 
chloroplast homolog of alternative oxidase (AOX) (Wu et al., 1999). AOX is an inner 
mitochondrial membrane protein that functions as a terminal oxidase in the alternative 
(cyanide-resistant) pathway of mitochondrial respiration (reviewed by Siedow and Umbach, 
1995; Vanlerberghe and Mcintosh, 1997). AOX generates water from ubiquinol in a four 
electron transfer reaction. The alternative pathway competes with the cytochrome pathway 
for electrons and does not serve merely as an "energy overflow" mechanism when electron 
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transport through the cytochrome pathway is saturated with electrons, damaged, or restricted 
by the availability of ADP (Purvis and Shewfelt, 1993; Hoefiiagel et al., 1995; Siedow and 
Umbach, 1995; Ribas-Carbo et al., 1995). AOX expression is induced by a variety of 
stresses, suggesting that it plays an important role in preventing the formation of toxic 
reactive oxygen intermediates (ROIs) that would otherwise arise due to overreduction of the 
electron transport chain (Vanlerberghe and Mcintosh, 1997). 
It is thought that phytoene desaturation is carried out by a redox chain between PDS 
and oxygen (Mayer et al., 1990). Consistent with this proposal, several redox components 
are necessary for PDS activity: plastoquinone (Mayer et al., 1990; Schidz et al., 1993; 
Nievelstein et al., 1995; Norris et al., 1995), NADPH (Mayer et al., 1992), PDS-bound FAD 
(Hugueney et al., 1992; Al-Babili et al., 1996), and molecular oxygen (Beyer et al., 1989; 
Mayer et al., 1990). Our finding that IMMUTANS bears striking homology to AOX 
suggests that IMMUTANS is an electron transfer component of the phytoene desaturation 
pathway. One hypothesis is that IMMUTANS is a cofactor required for PDS activity 
(Wetzel et al., 1994; Wetzel and Rodermel, 1998), and that it transfers electrons from 
phytoene via PDS to IMMUTANS and then to the plastoquinone (PQ) pool. In the absence 
of IMMUTANS, phytoene would accumulate. Another possibility is that IMMUTANS 
functions like AOX as a terminal oxidase and oxidizes a quinol (e.g., plastoquinol). In this 
case, phytoene might build up because of over-reduction of the PQ pool, if oxidants 
downstream from PQ are either absent or limiting. In this case, electron transfer might be 
impeded from PDS to PQ. In the jSrst model, one might predict that IMMUTANS plays a 
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specific role in carotenoid biosynthesis, while in the second model, IMMUTANS plays a 
more general role in plastid metabolism. 
As a first step toward examining IMMUTANS fimction, we wanted to know when 
and where IMMUTANS is expressed. Towards this end we examined the patterns of GUS 
activity mArabidopsis transformed with an iMpromoter::GUS fusion. The findings firom 
these experiments were confirmed by competitive RT-PCR analysis of IMMUTANS mRNA 
abimdance. We concluded that the IMMUTANS promoter is expressed throughout 
development in most tissues and organs of the plant. Importantly, IMMUTANS appears to 
be expressed early in leaf development, supporting our hypothesis that the mechanism of 
immutans variegation involves an interplay of factors, which include IMMUTANS and hght, 
early in chloroplast biogenesis (Wu et al., 1999). Whereas our findings are consistent with 
the notion that IMMUTANS has a general fiinction in metabolism, a more restricted role in 
carotenogenesis cannot be ruled out. 
Materials and methods 
Plant material and generation of promoter:GUS fusions 
The lines of Arabidopsis thaliana in our experiments included wildtype Columbia and 
transgenic promoter::GUS fusion lines, also in a Columbia background. pPZP/IMGUS is an 
iM promoter: :GUS fusion construct that contains an ~3 kb upstream promoter region of IM 
fused to the GUS gene (Jefferson et al., 1987) (Fig. lA). To generate pPZP/IMGUS, an -2.1 
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kb Smal/EcoRI firagment of pBI121 that contains the GUS gene fused to the nos terminator 
(Clontech) was isolated and subcloned into pPZP211, a binary vector that contains the 
NPTn gene (Hajdukeiwicz et al., 1994). This gave rise to the plasmid pPZP/GUS. The IM 
promoter consisted of an ~3 kb Bcll/Xbal fragment for the upstream region of the gene (Fig. 
1 A). This fragment was obtained by subcloning from a Ler lambda genomic library (Voytas 
et al., 1990), and it was inserted as a Pstl/Xbal fragment into pPZPGUS, resulting in 
pPZP/IMGUS (Fig. 1 A). In pPZP/IMGUS, 25 amino acids from the N-terminus of the IM 
protein (~50% of the proximal portion of the transit sequence) were ftised in-frame to the 
GUS protein to assure that translation of the GUS protein began at the correct initiation 
codon (Fig. IB). 
The binary plasmids pPZP/IMGUS and pPZP/35SGUS were introduced into the 
Agrobacterium strain C58CI by electroporation (Ausubel et al., 1999). For transformation, 
flowering Arabidopsis plants were dipped into a sucrose solution containing the Agrobacteria 
for 15 minutes (Clough et al., 1998), and the plants were then allowed to flower. The T1 
seeds were collected and germinated on MS medium containing 50 |J,g/ml kanamycin. Putative 
transformants were screened for single-copy GUS insertion lines by Southem hybridization. 
For these experiments, DNAs were prepared from the T1 plants using procedures described 
in Wetzel et al. (1994), and the DNAs were digested with EcoRV; the blots were probed with 
a random-primed NPTII fragment (Ausubel et al., 1999). 42 independent iMGUS transgenic 
lines were screened by Southem hybridization, and 5 lines were identified that had single-
copy T-DNA insertions due to independent transformation events. Pstl/SacI IM/GUS 
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fragments of the expected size (4.9 kB) were detected in each of the 5 lines (see Fig. 1 A), 
indicating that the reporter gene fusion was intact in each line. 
GUS assays 
GUS activity assays were conducted on transgenic Arabidopsis plants with a single 
IM promoter: :GUS insertion. For these assays, T2 seeds were geminated on MS plates in a 
growth chamber in the dark, first two days at 4°C, then at 22°C for 4 days (etiolated 
seedlings). Alternatively, after the 2 day cold treatment, plates were illuminated for 12 days 
in a growth chamber (200 fimor^s"' continuous illumination, 22°C). The seedlings were then 
transplanted to soil and maintained under the same conditions in the growth chamber. Plants 
of different developmental stages were collected and analyzed for GUS activity. 
GUS activities were monitored essentially as described by Meisel and Lam (1996). In 
brief, the GUS staining buffer contained 100 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), 10 mM 
EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1 mg/ml X-Gluc, 1 mM potassixmi ferricyanide and 1 mM 
potassium ferrocyanide. The sample tissues were submerged in the GUS staining buffer, 
vacuum infiltrated for 5 minutes, then incubated for 14 hours at 37°C. The samples were 
fixed in FAA buffer (1.5% formaldehyde, 4% acetic acid, 28.5% ethanol) for 30 minutes, then 
dehydrated in an ethanol series. Each of the samples was examined either under a dissecting 
microscope or a light microscope and photographed. In some experiments, the stained plant 
tissues were imbedded in 4% agarose in water, and sections (50 jim) were examined by light 
microscopy. 
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IM mRNA abundance 
The R-5000A RNA isolation kit (Purescript) was used for RNA extractions. Because 
iMmRNAs are below the limit of detection in RNA gel blot analyses (Wu et al., 1999), IM 
mRNA abundance was examined qualitatively by RT-PCR and quantitatively by CRT-PCR 
(competitive reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction). For these analyses, the first 
strand cDNA was synthesized using SuperScript II (GIBCOBRL) and a primer 
complementary to sequences in the 3' coding region of IM (Primer RT, see Fig. 2A). The 
sequence of the primer RT was 5'-GCAGACTGCCTAGAGTCTGACAAG-3'. The reverse 
transcription reaction included 10 pmol primer RT in a 25 jil total reaction mixture (42 ^C, 50 
min). An aliquot (1 [il) of the reverse transcription mixture was iised for PGR using primers 
IM5 and IMS (see Fig. 2A). The sequence of primer IM5 was 5'-
GTACAGAACCACTTGAGGAGC-3', and the sequence of primer IM3 was 5'-
CCGAAAAGTGATATGCCATTC-3'. These primers do not amplify IM genomic DNA 
sequences (data not shown) because primer IM3 is composed of sequences Ifrom the 3'-end of 
exon 5 and the 5'-end of exon 6 (Wu et al., 1999), i.e., the sequences in IM3 are interrupted 
by an intron in the genomic DNA. PGR cycle 1: 94°C/10 min^ 55°C/30 sec, 72°C/1 mm 
Cycles 2-34: 94°C/30 sec, 55°C/30 sec, 72°C/1 min. Cycle 35: 94°C/30 sec, 55°C/30 sec, 
72°C/10 min. The RT-PCR product (431 bp) was identified by running the RT-PCR 
samples on an ethidium bromide-stained 0.8% agarose gel. 
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Our CRT-PCR procedure was based on one we previously developed to analyze PDS 
mRNA abundance iaA. thaliana (Wetzel and Rodermel, 1998). We first generated an 
internal standard (IS) RNA (the competitive RNA species) to serve as a control for the 
efficiency of both RT and PGR (Fig. 2B). To construct the IS RNA, a nonfunctional, foreign 
DNA was inserted into the IM cDNA clone, pDWIM (Wu et al., 1999). A plasmid (pBINm-
gfp5-ER) (Haseloff et al., 1997) containing the gene for the green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
was readily available, and a portion of this gene was PCR-ampIified using the primers 5'-
GGCATGGCGCTCTAGAAGAAG-3' and 5'-GGACTCTAGAGGATCCAAGG-3'. The 
~344 bp PGR product was digested with Xbal and inserted into the Spel site of pDWIM to 
form pDW/IMIS. IS RNA was transcribed in vitro firom pDW/IMIS (Becker et al., 1992), 
and the RNAs were aliquoted and firozen at -80°C. For the CRT-PCR reactions, dilutions of 
the IS RNA were added to constant volumes of total plant RNA and RT-PCR was performed 
using primers IM3 and IMS (as described above). The IS RNA and plant IM mRNA 
competed for the primers, generating amplicons of 431 bp (endogenous IM mRNA) or 775 bp 
(IS RNA). The CRT-PCR products were visxaalized on an ethidium bromide-stained 0.8% 
agarose gel and the image of the gel was captured by a video digital camera (as in Fig. 2C). 
The relative intensity of the bands was quantitated by ImageQuant software (Molecular 
Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA). As a control for differences in RNA extraction efficiency 
between the various samples, the RNAs were normalized on the basis of 28S rRNA 
abundances. For the procedure, RNAs from the various samples were electrophoresed on 1% 
formaldehyde-agarose gels and stained with ethidium bromide. The image of the gel was 
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captured by a video digital camera (Image Store 5000, UVP) and the 28S rRNA bands were 
quantitated by ImageQuant. Samples were then normalized by comparing 28S rRNA band 
intensities. 
Four developmental stages were examined for the CRT-PCR analyses. These 
included 48 hour-old germinating seedlings; fully-expanded cotyledons from 7 day-old 
seedlings; pooled, jxist-fuUy expanded leaves from 2 week-old seedlings (young leaves); and 
pooled, fiilly-expanded leaves from 6 week-old plants (old leaves). The first samples were 
grown on plates in continuous light, as described above for the GUS assays, while the other 
samples were grown on soil in continuous light, also as described above for the GUS assays. 
IM and Environmental stress 
We followed the procedure described by Karpinski et al.(1999) to study the effect of 
environmental stress on IM mRNA expression. In brief, wildtype Arabidopsis plants were 
grown from seed on MS plates under continuous white fluorescent light 
(200 jimor^s"'). Twelve days after germination, the plants were uprooted and vacuum 
infiltrated for three minutes in a solution containing either 10 mM H2O2 or 10 jiM DCMU. 
2 1 The vacuum was removed and the seedlings were incubated under low Ught (200 pmol's" ) 
for two hours or under high light (Tungsten light, 2000 [ixnol'^ s'^ ) for one hour. RNAs were 
then extracted and CRT-PCR assays were performed as described above. 
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Results 
Expression from the /M promoter during plant development 
To examine IM promoter activity, five transgenic Arabidopsis lines were identified 
from a population of 42 independent transfonnants that contained a single copy of the IM 
promoteriGUS transgene (see Material and Methods). Seeds from each line were germinated 
on MS media or in soil and GUS activity assays were carried out at different stages of 
development. The expression patterns were identical for each of the 5 lines; the results in 
Fig. 3 are from one of the lines. 
GUS activity was first observed in 1 day-old light-grown seedlings immediately after 
seed coat breakage (Fig. 3 A). AU of the organs were heavily stained. This pattern was 
maintained throughout vegetative development, as illustrated by the staining of roots, 
cotyledons, hypocotyls and true leaves in 7 day-old seedlings (Fig. 3B). Similar to light-
grown seedlings, high levels of GUS activity were found in the cotyledons of dark-grown 
seedlings (Fig. 3L). Staining of hypocotyls in the etiolated seedlings, however was barely 
detectable (Fig. 3L). GUS activity appeared to increase dtiring early leaf development. It 
was low in the shoot apical meristem (Fig. 3D) and in very young expanding leaves (leaf 
ntmiber 1 in Fig. 3D). As the leaf continued to expand, GUS activity increased (leaf number 2 
in Fig. 3D). In young leaves, mesophyll cells, guard cells and trichomes were heavily stained, 
while epidermal cells lacked significant staining (Figs. 3E and 3F). GUS activity was present 
in old leaves of 6-week-old mature rosettes (Fig. 3C). 
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Steins (Fig. 3G) and hypocotyls (Fig. 3B) had appreciable GUS activity. A cross 
section of a GUS-stained hypocotyl (Fig. 3H) reveals that staining was very high in the 
vascular tissues, but decreased in the ground tissues (Fig. 30). GUS activity could not be 
detected in the hypocotyl epidermis. GUS activity was present throughout the root (Fig. 
3M), as well as in unopened buds and flowers (Fig. 3G and 31). In the flower, staining was 
observed in the sepals, petals, anthers, filaments and stigma (Fig. 31); pollen was especially 
stained (Fig. 31). GUS activity was also detected in green silique coats (Fig. 31). In young 
seeds, GUS was expressed specifically in the fimiculus (Fig. 3K). 
In summary, the GUS assays suggest that the IM promoter is active throughout 
development and in most tissues and organs of the plant. However, low or nondetectable 
GUS activities were foimd in some tissue-types, including shoot apical meristems, very 
yotmg expanding leaves, epidermal cells, and hj'pocotyls of etiolated seedlings. 
IM mRNA expression 
Successfiil interpretations of promoter: :GUS fusion experiments rely on the 
assumption that the elements required for gene transcription reside in sequences upstream of 
the transcription start site of the gene. This is not necessarily the case, since regulatory 
elements can sometimes reside downstream from this site (Taylor, 1997). These 
experiments are also difficult to interpret because one is studying promoter activity only 
indirectly by measuring the activity of a translated product. To confirm the results of the IM 
promoter: :GUS fusion experiments, we examined the patterns of ZW mRNA accumulation. 
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Unfortunately, iMmENAs are not detectable by standard northern blot analysis (Wu et al,, 
1999). We therefore performed RT-PCR on RNAs isolated from various Arabidopsis organs 
using i/kf-specific primers (EMS and IMS, as in Fig. 2A) as a &sv: approach to gain a 
qualitative estimate of where IM mRNAs are expressed. Fig. 4 shows that IM mRNAs are 
expressed in all the organs identified as having GUS activity in Fig. 3. These include roots, 
cotyledons, leaves, siliques, stems and flowers. ZMmRNA are also present in etiolated 
seedlings. 
Measurement of IM mRNA abundance by competitive RT-PCR 
Whereas the RT-PCR analyses in Fig. 5 provided quaUtative confirmation of the GUS 
activity assays, we needed a more quantitative estimate of ZWmRNA levels for some 
analyses. In particular, it was important for us to determine whether IM is preferentially 
expressed early in leaf development, in accord with oiur hypothesis that iM plays a central 
role in early thylakoid membrane biogenesis (Wu, et al. 1999). 
For this purpose, we developed a CRT-PCR procedure (Fig. 2, described in detail in 
Materials and Methods). In this procedure, we first generated an internal standard RNA (IS) 
control for both RT and PCR efficiency. Increasing amount of the IS RNA were then added 
to equal amounts of plant RNA extracted from different tissues. The PCR products were 
detected by electrophoresis on an ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel, as in Fig. 2C. We did 
not observe contamination from genomic DNA because one of the primers used for PCR 
(IMS) overlapped the 3' and 5' ends of two adjacent iMexons in the genomic DNA (i.e., the 
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sequence of IMS is interrupted by an intron in the genomic DNA). Following quantitation of 
the PGR products, the ratios of IS RNA to ZMRNA were calculated and plotted versus the 
amount of IS RNA added to each reaction (Fig. 2D). Using the most linear portion of the log 
phase of the resulting curve (linear fit was r^O.900), the linear eq^tion describing this line 
was solved for the amount of IS RNA added to give an ISflM amplicon ratio of 1 (5.69 |J,1 in 
Fig. 2D). This value reflects the amount of iMRNA present in the plant sample. Higher 
endogenous iMRNA levels woxild require more competitive IS RNA to result in an amplicon 
ratio of 1. As a control for sample-to-sample variation in RNA extraction efficiency, relative 
values of iMmRNA (i.e., the amount of IS RNA for an amplicon ratio of I) were normalized 
on the basis of the abundance of288 rRNA in each sample. This was determined by 
ImageQuant analysis of 28S rRNA bands on formaldehyde-agarose gels of total cell RNAs. 
Fig. 5 shows the results of CRT-PCR to detect the level of iMmRNA in yoimg and 
old cotyledons and leaves from light-grown plants. The data show that expanding cotyledons 
in young seedlings (2 days after germination) had high levels of IM mRNA, but that these 
levels decreased 43% as the cotyledon became fully-expanded (7 days after germination). The 
cotyledons in these assays corresponded roughly to the age of the cotyledons in Figs. 3A and 
3B, both of which had high GUS staining. IM mRNA abundance was similar in old 
cotyledons and in young, expanding leaves from 2 week old plants. As the leaves developed 
and became fully-expanded (e.g. in 6 week-old plants), Z/kf mRNA levels fell. These leaves 
correspond in development to the young leaves (leaf number 2) in Fig. 3D and to the old 
leaves in Fig 3C of the GUS assays, both of which had GUS activity. 
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Effects of environmental stress on IM expression 
To study the impact of environmental stresses on IM expression, we used a procedure 
developed by BCarpinski et al. (1999) to measure the effect of light and oxidative stress on the 
regulation of APX2 gene expression in Arabidopsis. The influence of high light on IM 
2 1 
expression was tested by sxposixxg Arabidopsis plants grown under low light (200 pmof s" ) 
to high light (2000 nmoF^s*') for 1 hr. CRT-PCR analysis showed that the high light 
treatment does not alter iMmRNA abundance (Fig. 6). H2O2 was used to generate an 
environmental stress caused by reactive oxygen intermediates (ROIs). H2O2 treatment was 
carried out under low light and high light. CRT-PCR results indicated that IM mRNA 
abundance was not significantly altered by H2O2 treatment for either 2 hours in low light or 1 
hour in high light, compared to the H2O treatment control. Finally, DCMU was used to 
generate an oxidized plastoquinol pool to examine whether IM gene expression is affected by 
the redox state of the plastoquinone pool in chloroplasts (Kaipinski et al., 1999; Escoubas et 
al., 1995). The DCMU treatments were conducted imder high light for 1 hour or low light for 
2 hour; iM mRNA levels were not appreciably affected by the DCMU treatments. 
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Discussion 
Is EMMUTANS specifically involved in carotenogenesis? 
We have previously proposed two models to explain the function of IMMUTANS 
(Wu et al., 1999). In the first, IMMUTANS plays a specific role in carotenoid biosynthesis. 
For instance, it could act as a cofactor of PDS, transferring electrons from PDS to the 
plastoquinone pool. In the second, IMMUTANS functions in the plastid in a manner 
analogous to AOX in the mitochondrion, transferring electrons from a quinol to molecular 
oxygen. In this model, IMMUTANS could play a more general role in plastid metabolism, 
e.g., by mediating a variety of desaturase reactions that occur in many plastid types. 
As a iBrst approach to address this question, we wanted to know when and where 
IMMUTANS is expressed. Towards this end, we measured GUS activities in transgenic 
Arabidopsis that bore an IM promoter: GUS fiision and foxmd that GUS stainiag was high in 
tissues whose plastids accumulate carotenoids, such as leaves, cotyledons and stems (which 
have chloroplasts), and cotyledons of etiolated seedlings (which contain etioplasts). 
However, staining was also present in tissues whose plastids accumulate little, if any, 
carotenoids. These plastid-types include amyloplasts in root caps, leukoplasts in roots and 
petals (Pyke and Page, 1998), and other non-green plastids (e.g., in pollen) (Whatiey and 
Thomson, 1980). The GUS activity assays were verified by RT-PCR analyses of IM mRNA 
abundance. 
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Taken together, our findings suggest that the IMpromoter is active in a variety of 
tissues and organs throughout most of Arabidopsis development. While it is tempting to 
speculate that these residts support a model whereby IM plays a general role in plastid 
metabolism, some cell-types that do not accumulate appreciable levels of carotenoids 
nevertheless synthesize very small amount of caroteinoids or chemicals are derived from 
carotenoids. As an example, Arabidopsis roots accumulate very low levels of most colored 
carotenoids, and they also synthesize ABA, which is derived from a xanthophyll (Parry et 
al., 1992). Becaiise little is understood about the metabolic events that occur in most non-
green plastids (Pyke et al., 1998), it is possible that many types of plastids make compounds 
that require the operation of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway and perhaps the 
participation of IMMUTANS. It is therefore still an open question whether IMMUTANS 
is involved only in carotenogenesis, or whether it plays a more general role in plastid 
metabolism. 
Mechanism of immutans variegation 
One of the most intriguing questions about immutans concerns the mechanism of 
variegation. Based on our finding of three null alleles, all of which form sectors with normal-
appearing green tissue, we suggested that there is a redundant fimction that is able to 
compensate for a lack of IMMUTANS activity in the green plastids (Wu et al., 1999). One 
possibility is that the redundant fimction is inefficient transfer of electrons from PDS to the 
PQ pool; another is that it is a component that is able to oxidize plastoquinol, e.g., PSI. 
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Regardless of the nature of the redundant function, we hypothesized that IM fimctions 
during early leaf expansion when chloroplasts arise by differentiation and rapid division from 
proplastids in the meristem (reviewed in Mullet, 1988). It would be anticipated that PDS 
would be unable, or only minimally able, to carry out phytoene desaturation during this 
phase of development if IM were lacking and the redundant pathway were either inefficient 
or not yet fully-functional. Phytoene would accumulate, either because electrons could not 
be transferred quickly enough to the PQ pool by the inefficient path or because the PQ pool 
was over-reduced. In either of these cases, carotenoid synthesis would be blocked, and the 
plastids would be in a state vulnerable to high-light induced photooxidation by newly 
accumulating chlorophylls (Demmig-Adams, 1996), generating white plastids. Lower light 
intensities and thus lower photooxidative pressure would allow more plastids to accumulate 
chlorophylls and turn green. 
An assumption of this model is that IMMUTANS is expressed early in leaf 
development. Consistent with this hypothesis, the GUS assays showed that apical 
meristems stained poorly for GUS, but that GUS activity was found in expanding and fiilly-
expanded (senescing) leaves. CRT-PCR was used to quantitate the differences between the 
yoimg and old leaves and these analyses revealed that there was a moderate decrease in IM 
mRNA abundance as leaf development proceeded. This pattern of expression is typical of 
genes for proteins involved in photosynthesis (Gan and Amasino, 1997). Previous light-shift 
experiments revealed that the phenotype of immutans cotyledons (either green or white) is 
irrevCTsibly determined during a 24 hour phase coincident with seed coat breakage (Wetzel et 
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al., 1994). These experiments were interpreted to mean that IMMUTANS is first active 
during this stage of seedling development to condition plastid development in the cotyledon. 
The GUS assays and CRT-PCR analyses are consistent with this idea and suggest that young 
cotyledons have a relatively high level of promoter activity. 
Whereas the present data support the notion that white or green plastids arise due to 
the availability of IM (versus the redundant function) early in cotyledon and leaf 
development, the phenotype of immutans manifests itself as tissue-level sectoring. This 
sectoring may be due to a complex interplay of factors that occurs during early leaf 
development (Wu et al., 1999). One factor may be IM, as demonstrated in this report. 
Another factor is the light environment, which can vary widely for individual cells and 
plastids in the leaf primordium (reviewed in Smith et al., 1997). There may also be a natural 
patchiness and cell-specific variation in gene expression for components of carotenoid 
biosynthesis, electron transport and radical scavenging, as observed for anthocyanin 
biosynthesis in maize and mustard (Cone et al., 1993a; 1993b; Cocciolone and Cone, 1993; 
Nick et al., 1993). It is also likely that when white plastids divide the daughters wiU be 
especially vulnerable to photooxidation because they have no electron transport capacity to 
start with, even for minimal PDS function. White plastids will be propagated forming a clone 
of cells (a white sector) imtil, for example, light intensities are lowered. Green plastids, on 
the other hand, have plentiful carotenoids and so there is less need after division for daughter 
plastids to synthesize a large quantity of carotenoids. Division of these plastids will give rise 
to a clone of green cells (green sector). 
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IM and environinental stress 
AOX may play an important role in a plant's response to stress. AOX expression 
can be induced by a variety of stresses including pathogen stress (Lennon et al., 1997) 
chilling stress (Vanlerberghe et al., 1992), aging (Hiser et al., 1990) and inhibition of the 
cytochrome pathway (Vanlerberghe et al., 1992). By studying transgenic tobacco cell lines 
with sense- or antisense-AOX constructs. Maxwell et al. (1999) found that AOX lowers ROI 
formation directly. IM is a homolog of AOX and white sectors in im plants show a 
photooxidation phenotype (Wetzel et al., 1994). We were curious about whether IM is one 
of the components involved in stress response. 
To measure the impact of light and ROI stress on iM expression, we used a procedure 
that Karpinski et al. (1997) developed to measure the affect of environmental stresses on the 
expression of APX2 (ascorbate peroxidase), which encodes an enzyme in the defense system 
against reactive oxygen intermediates. They used a transgenic Arabidopsis line containing an 
APX2 promoter: :luciferase fusion construct, and exposed plants grown under low light (200 
fimol'^ s"') to very high Ught (2000 nmol'^ s'^ ) for 1 hr. They detected an ~600 fold increase of 
luciferase activity, which represented an 40-fold increase in the APX2 mRNA level (Karpinski 
et al., 1997). 10 mM H2O2 treatment imder low light for 2 hours resulted in a 50-fold 
increase of luciferase activity; lOmM H2O2 treatment under high light for 1 hour led to a —500 
fold increase of luciferase activity. DCMU, which blocks electron transfer from PSU to the 
PQ pool was also used in these experiments. In the presence of 10 mM DCMU, excess light 
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could not induce any increase of APX2 in 1 hr, and the affect of H2O2 on the increase of APX2 
expression was abolished in both regular light and excess light conditions. 
We used a similar approach to study the impact of environmental stresses on IM 
expression. We found that high light, H2O2 and DCMU treatments do not have a significant 
impact on IM expression, compared to their impact on^^ expression in Karpinski's 
experiments. Furthermore, when we examined iM expression during leaf development, we 
foimd that IM transcription decreases in aging leaves; IM is not induced in senescence as is 
AFX2. Based upon the evidence we have to date, we conclude that IM expression is not 
induced in response to stress. However, our data do not rule out the possibility that, by 
analogy to AOX, IM activity may be increased by stress, and that IM may either serve as an 
energy overflow mechanism or compete for electrons during electron transport processes that 
occur in the plastid in response to stress. 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. iM Promoter: GUS fusion. A. pPZP/IMGUS, the iM-GUS fusion construct. 
The IM promoter (gray shaded box, direction of transcription is indicated) was derived 
fi'om an ~ 3 kb upstream region (Bcll/Xbal subfragment). The structure of the IM 
genomic DNA sequence (upper): hatched boxes, exons; bold lines, introns; "+1", 
transcription start site (Wu et al., 1999); ATG and TAA, translation initiation and 
termination codons, respectively. pPZP/IMGUS contains the ZM promoter region fused 
to the GUS gene and nos terminator. The selectable marker is an NPTII gene fiised to 35S 
promoter/nos terminator elements. RB, right border; LB, left border. B. Amino acid 
sequence of the region of fusion between the ZW upstream genomic DNA and the GUS 
gene in pPZP/IMGUS. Bold characters with a single underline indicate amino acids firom 
the IM protein; open square, initiating methionine (Wu et al., 1999). The first twelve 
amino acids of the GUS protein are double underlined; asterix, initiating methionine of 
GUS. 
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Figure 2. CRT-PCR protocol. 
A. Plant iM mRNA as a template for RT-PCR. Primer RT is for reverse transcription of the 
iMniRNA, and primers IMS and IMS are for PGR amplification. An amplification 
product of 431 bp is expected-
B. Internal Standard (IS) RNA as a template for RT-PCR. The plasmid pDW/IMIS (see 
Material and Methods) is linearized by Sad, and T7 primers are used to generate the IS 
RNA by in vitro transcription. The foreign DNA (cross-hatched box) is a 344 bp 
fragment of the green fluorescent protein. An amplicon of 775 bp is expected. IM 
cDNA, gray box; pBluscript vector, black boxes. 
C. Representative ethidium bromide-stained 0.8% agarose gel of CRT-PCR products. Each 
reaction contained the same amount of RNA from 2 day-old seedlings and increasing 
amomts of IS RNA. 1 jil of IS RNA is -3.4 pg. 
D. Linearity of the CRT-PCR amplification reaction. The ratios of the band intensities of 
the IM and IS amplicon=s (part C) were calculated and plotted versus the amount of IS 
RNA added. The linear equation describing the line was used to determine the amoimt of 
IS RNA added when IMflS ratio was equal to 1.0. 
Figure 3. Expression patterns of the iM-GUS transgene during development. 
A. 1-day-old seedlings germinated on MS medium in the light. 
B. A 7-day-old seedling geminated on MS medium in the light. 
C. 6-week-old rosette. 
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D. A cross section of a shoot meristem (25X objective). 
E. A cross section of a first true leaf of a 10 day-old seedling germinated in the light 
(lOX objective). 
F. A cross section of a first true leaf of a 10 day-old seedling germinated in the light 
(25X objective). 
G. A bolt fi:om a flowering plant-
El. A cross-section of the hypocotyl of a 10 day-old seedling germinated in the light (25X 
objective). 
I. Dark field microscopy of a flower (5X objective). 
J. Green siliques. 
K. Young seeds. 
L. Dark field microscopy of a 4-day-old etiolated seedling germinated on MS mediimi in 
the dark (5X objective). 
M. Whole root tip of a 10-day-old seedling germinated on MS medium in the Ught. 
COT: cotyledon; HC: hypocotyl; AM: apical meristem; EP: epidermis; MC: mesophyU 
cell; GC: guard cell; VT: vascular tissues; GT: ground tissues; ST: stigma; AT: anthers; 
FM: filament; TR: trichome. 
Figure 4. RT-PCRofiA/mRNA. RNA was prepared from different organs 
(~0.01g) and suspended in a total volume of 50 jil. An equal volume from each sample 
(10 pi) was loaded on an RNA formaldehyde gel; the stained gel is shown. An equal 
volume from each sample (l|Jl) was also used for RT-PCR. Plant tissues were firom roots 
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(RT), stems (ST), flowers (FL), 4 day-old etiolated seedlings (ET), 4 day-old cotyledons 
(COT), Fully-expanded leaves from 10 day-old plants (LP) and siliques (SL). . 
Figure 5. CRT-PCR of iM" mRNA levels. Different stages of development of cotyledons 
and leaves were examined: 2 day-old seedlings, cotyledons from 7 day-old seedlings, 
young leaves from 2 week-old seedlings and fully-expanded leaves from 6 week-old 
plants. Tissues that were examined are shown in black. RNA samples were normalized 
by the intensity of staining of their 28S rRNA bands on a formaldehyde gel (as in Fig. 4). 
The relative iMmRNA abundance is the amount of IS RNA added to give an IS/IM 
amplicon ratio of 1. The error bars represent the standard deviations on two independent 
ZM mRNA measurements from two different RNA preparations for each stage of 
development. 
Figure 6. CRT-PCR of IM mRNA levels in 12-day-old plants imder high light, H2O2 or 
DCMU treatments. LL: Low light (200 jimol'^ s'^ ); HL: High light 
( 2500 iimol'^ s'^ ); H2O2 : lOmM H2O2 ; DCMU; 10|JM DCMU. Treatments imder LL 
were two hours long and treatments under HL were one hour long. The error bars 
represent the standard deviations for two independent IM mRNA measurements on two 
different RNA preparations for each treatment. 
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL SUMMARY 
Genenil Conclusions 
Plant variegation mutants have played very important roles in our xmderstanding of 
genetics and biochemical pathways (Bogorad et al., 1991; Taylor et al., 1989). Green and 
white-sectored leaves arise in the immutans (im) variegation mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana 
due to the action of a nuclear gene. The green sectors contain cells with normal chloroplasts, 
whereas the white sectors are heteroplastidic and contain cells with abnormal, pigment-
deficient plastids as well as some normal chloroplasts. In the white sectors carotenoid 
biosynthesis is blocked at the phytoene desaturation step (Wetzel et al., 1994). 
We have positionally cloned IMMUTANS (Wu et al., 1999) and found that the gene 
encodes a 40.5-kD protein that is a homolog of alternative oxidase (AOX) , a mitochondrial 
protein that fimctions as a terminal oxidase in the respiratory chains of all plants (Ribas-Carbo 
et al., 1995). Phylogenetic analyses reveal that the IMMUTANS protein is only distantly 
related to AOX indicating that IMMUTANS is a novel member of this protein class. Two 
models are proposed for IM function. One model proposes that IM is a co-factor of PDS; the 
other suggests that IM is a plastoquinone oxidase (Wu et al., 1999). In both models, the 
IMMUTANS protein functions early in chloroplast biogenesis as a component essential for 
PDS activity; however, a redundant function is capable of compensating for IMMUTANS in 
some plastids and cells. We suggest that an interplay of factors including the activity of IM 
and the redtmdant function, as well as light intensity, results in the variegation phenotype. 
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Our GUS fusion and RT-PCR analyses revealed that iM is expressed ubiquitoiisly, 
suggesting that IMMUTANS may play a general role in plastid metabolism (Wu and 
Rodermel, to be submitted). In addition to carotenoid biosynthesis, IM may mediate 
desaturation reactions in plastids. High light and oxidative stresses do not induce IM 
expression, and thus IM may not be involved in stress response (Karpinski et al., 1997; Wu 
and Rodermel, to be submitted). 
Future Research Directions 
There are several future research directions that might be undertaken to test the models 
of immutans variegation and to imderstand IM flmction: 
To test IM protein function 
To see whether IM is an oxidase for the plastoquinone pool, several approaches can be 
taken. IM protein activity can be studied in vitro by using quinone analogs. Various quinones 
can be tested for binding specificity with solubilized IM, or with IM in chromoplast and'or 
chloroplast membranes (proteoliposomes). Arabidopsis AOX can be constructed with an IM 
targeting peptide and introduced into immutans plants to test for fimctional complementation. 
If AOX can replace IM function and rescue the variegation phenotype of immutans, it is very 
strong evidence to support the hypothesis that IM is a plastoquinol oxidase. 
Tomato GHOST is a IM homolog (Bea et al., to be submitted), and the ghost mutant 
is green- and white-variegated that accumulates phytoene in its white sectors. Chromoplasts 
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from ghost can be tised for quinone feeding experiments (Mayer et al., 1990), and if oxidized 
quinones can restore PDS activity, it can indirectly prove that IM can oxidize plastoquinol. 
Finding the redundant function of IM 
Generating bypass suppressors of im will be the most direct way to find the 
redimdant fimction. Second site mutants can be generated in immutans by EMS treatment or 
by activation tagging (Walden et al., 1994). In a "bypass" supressor line, a gene for an IM 
redundant fimction is activated and expressed when IM is most in demand, so the leaves will 
be green instead of variegated. Positional cloning or plasmid rescue wiU reveal the gene for the 
EM redundant function. 
Localization of IM and isolation of interacting proteins 
To understand IM function, it is very important to identify the proteins that directly 
interact with IM. Co-immunoprecipitation to isolate IM interacting proteins using IM 
antibodies is one way. Yeast two-hybrid analysis is another (Bogdanova et al., 1997). The 
yeast two-hybrid system can be set up to study interactions between PDS and IM, or an 
Arabidopsis cDNA expression library can be used to identify the imknown proteins that 
interact with IM (Kim et al., 1997). 
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